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t
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6 .
The report is submitted wit out appendices as the material

. from which. the appendices tse selected is more readily available in toe.
U.S,A. than, in An6tralia and so there' is less need to* provide the background

imiormation. ,., ...
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"To defend the need for performance-based teacher
certification is much easier than 'it 1s, to provide a precise
definition of the conc,ep,t. Mien one prominent teacher educator
learned that the Florida Department of Education was planning
to conduct a training program dealing with perforoanbe-based
teacher certification, he responded cryptically, "it sounds
like a, good idea if you can figureNaut what it is.." "

Daniel, K.F., "Perfonmance-Based Teacher Certification: What
Is It and Why Do We Need It?", intBurdin, J.L.
and Reagan, .T. (ed)', Performance-Based Certification

6choot Personnel, ERIC Clearinghouse on Teacher
EAueation and the Association of Teacher Educators,
Washington, D.C., 1971, p.5
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I

cuA PTER ONE

INTRODUCTION AND DEFINITIONS

'The.movement Iowa /`d competency based or per ormance
based education now permeates every aspect of.American education.
In particular, the education of 2rofessionals_is being reva)ped
thr.ough this movement. By fall 1972% seventeen states 10-d, dvised
teacher certification procedures ba;ed on t.he CRE/PBE Concept
(Houston, W.R.,1974,p.3)

The promise of the great potential of Performance-Based Teacher

Education PBTE) for improving teacher education and the prevailing

controversy Aver the desirability of implementing PBTE programmes

seemed to be ood reasons for undertaking the research upon which *

this report is ased. The research which was undertaken is united

in that Ott was begin in November 1972 and continued intermittently

until'August 1,9744o \s not-cover all the Literature on the subject /

but instead /neentr-a ed on what appeared most i ortant or was
I

available azd did not i clude'adequate visits to sufficient numbers

of PBTE programmes which re in operation. The research did include

attendance and discussion a the American Educational Studies Association

Conference in Denver, Colorad. (November 1973), affthe American

Association of Colleges of Teacl r Education in Chicago,: Illinois
.11\

(Febrbary 1974) and at the Philoso rly of Education Society Conference

in Boston, izassachusetts (April 1974 as well as disbussion. with

several of the educator,s closely assoc ated with the PBTE movement. .

The following, report on PBTE-commences with a consideration

of the proble of, definition of ' performance based teacher education'

because uncertainty and confusion have tender to result from a lack

of clarity about what PBTE really.is. Ad the uestion of definition

has not been adequately resolved, the Lendency. Or PBTE 'to be all

things 'to all men. In Chapter Two, .e background to PBTE is'surveyed

a
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and the intellectual, educational and politicd1 factorsjinfluencing

the development of PBTE are identified. The main impetus to ,the PBTE

movement, the 1968. Elementary Teacher Education Nod61s, is examined

inChapter Three to indicate the main' features which are common to

PBTE programmes and which are specified in some detail in the models.

AspeCts of actual PBTE prograMmes which illustrate the manner in which *'

PBTE has'been implemented are also ifcluded in Chapter Three, as well

as a discM1ission of the issue of teacher certification and PBTE. In

Chapter Four an attempt has been made to present the main features of

the controversy over PBTE and.to indicate the level of debate being

engaged in on this issue. The developMent of a list of teacher

competencies,together with a 'means of evaluating the performpnce of

students in teacher education programmeg'bto provide continuous feedback

of results to stu4:nt.; and adminotrators, is identified as the central

feature. 01 PBTE. The failure to produCe either an adequate list of

teacher competencies or an adequate means to measure such competgncies

as are identified, together with the'lack of a well developed theory

-.1-which may give rise to expectations that research may succeed in

producing either an adequate list of teacher competencies or. an adequate

evaluative instrument: fias lead to the conclusion that PBTE should not

be implemented at Clarembnt Teac,hers College. It is

that Claremont Teachers College investigate the possibility of acquiring

recommended

A

the complete ERIC microfiche collection and undertake some fundamental

.research relevant to teacher education.

In.this report, 'pupil' is used to refer to childreri in

either A primary or secondary school, 'student' isused to refer to a

person prepaying to be a teacher and ':acuity' and 'staff' are used
:

to refer to the professional staff ia a teacher education programme or
. ,

.

to teachers in school.

.
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Although 'Performance-Based Teacher Edution' is the term

used in this paper Lp refe'r to the movement to introduce certain kinds

tot

of,Annovations into teacher education in the U.S.A., there is some

dispute over whether 'CompeLency-Ba5dd Teacher Education' is the more

appropriate term to be used and, 'notwithstanding; which Lerm is used,

some dispute as to uhaL is to count A an instance of innovation that

is cOnsistent with the movement,however named.

Advocates of the tun ' Performance -Based Teacher Education!

emphasise that the use of 'performance' indicates Chat S central feature

of the notion is that a'student is required to demonstrate that he

knows how to do what is required in the classroom rather than that he
I

knows that s'uch'a performa'nce is required in the classroom. Advocates
reject claim,-; of

of PBTE reject knowledge for its own sake and
A
non-observable

cognitive skill and accept obserVable teaching performance

as the measure of a teacher's-competence. Those whd favour 'Competency-

Based Teacher Education' usually do so becau'se they fear that the use of

'PBTE' would encourage mimicry and superfictial role playing in student

teacher's.performances and so they see the use df 'competency' as a way

of emphasising minimum standards of effective performance. A difficulty

with the emphasis on acceptable criteria for performance: is 'that, failing

other means of determining the adequacy of a student's performance in

the classrooM, the student teacher will be assessed on the basis of the

,

consequences-of his action. ,I such &situation a student would be

assessed ort his success, or otherwise, in getting the pupils to learn

what was being taught at that time.. As "payment by:rdsults" has a long

and disrepuLable record in education'(!} history it would seem unwise to

inflict it upon student teachers who are seeking to demonstrate their

competence as teachers.

9
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4.

The AACI(It Committee .on Performance -Based T.ocher Education

(1974,p.11) believes.

"This conflict may bafreconciled ... by recognizing that if one is
'pressed to define hLs terms, both concepts are necessary. Those who

prefr PnE du not claim that Leacher education should be based on
just any performance but on competent ,performance.... Likewise,
nose who prefer CP,TE are not talking about competence in ta limited

pedanti: snnse but atiout competanqe in teaching pert.formance.... The

AACTE Committee decided to stay with itsorig.inal title, largely
for reasons of convenience and-becausC it saw no compelling reason
to change."

The position of the AACTE Committee on the matter of the title to be used

is one which is generally accepted, Athat while there are differences

of emphasis among various writers on tile topic it is these differences

which tend to lead the writers to select one or other of the titles rather

-

than other way around. Little, if any, appeal is made. in the writings

on this topic to the performance

teacher education but rather the
an experiencebase

base as opposed toAthat,has been trad
.t

Nonettieless,the lack of a generally

rather than the competencYbase of the

appe41 is to the performance/competency

'uncertainty 4s to the nature of the,

itional in teacher education programmes.

accepted title gives rise to some

movement and this, uncertainty is

increased when a definition of C/PRTE is sought. .

The AACTE Committee on Performance-Based Teacher Education

(1974,p18) says "lhe formula for performance-based instruction is deceptively.

411,

simplex careful definition of performance goals in assessable terms and

guidance of instruction by evaluation of learner performance." The

Committee notes thAthe.dls.tincton between th0 performance-based

instruction. and other forms lies in the degree to which goals are made

explicit and the rigour with whicf the, evaluation is carried out in terms

-

of those goals, in giving amore detiiled definition, the AACTE Committee

on Performance-Based Teacher Educati,,-A. (1974,p.7) states that

10

f
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!!the essential characteristics of any performance -based instructional

program are .

1. The instructional prograT.is designed to bring about learner^
achievement of specified competencies 1 (or performance goals) which
haNe been

. derived from systematic analysis.of the performance desired
as (11d product. ihai of recognized practiiioncrs) and

siZied in advance of ih,-;trtIctinn in terms which make

p7Tn....i.ble to determine the extent to which competency has
been aiiained.

2. Evidence of the learner's achievement
, is obtained through assessment 9f learner performance,
applying criteria stated in advance in terms otexpected
levels of accomplshment under specified conditions and

is used to guidt the individual learner's efforts, to.
determine his rate of progress and completion of the program
,and, ideally, to evaluate the efficiency of the instructional
i.syszem and add to the general body of knowledge undergirding
the instructional process.

The-forgoing implies, of ck,:rse,- that

1. Instruction indivithhi%lized to a considerable extent.

2. Learning experiences are guided by feedback,
3. The program asa whole har the characteristics of a systitm..
4. Emphasis is on exit requirements.
5. Thelearner is considered to have completed the program only when
he has demonstrated the required level of performance.
6. The instructional,prograM is not, time,-based in units .of fixed duration."

The nature of the relationship between the first two items in this definition

and the remaining ,six, items is not altogether clear. Is may be that the
. .

first two items area general statement of the essential characteristics
. ,

and the'remainipg six items are specific iliplica6ions to be dCawn -from

the more general statement and that all eight items arc together an

L.

exhanstive list of the essential characteristics of performance -based

.instruction. However, in trlb priginal statement O/f the essential
2

elements of'per'formance-based teacher educati.op , the AACTE Committee

"included a list of six chhra teristics which are very similar to the six

listed above and indicated that those characteristics were categorized

as "implied". The point of;Aescribing'these characteristics as "implied"

J.-Note that the AAC TE Committee on Perforniance-Based Tehchak Education

(1974,p.8) intended that !competencies' did "not refer solely to discrete

'skills and desc'riptive know- i-edge bLv inClude.much more complex

attributes.such as the ability to al evidence, to reason logically,

to appreciate beauty,etc."

2. See Appendix vibr.

4 ,f!
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was stated to be that they were em?irtcally based rather than'theoretically

based aN1that While they often acc'Ompanied PBTE programmes they were not

to be regarded as%essential characteristics of 1BTE. It may well'be that
-

the' six characteristics listed above as bejng implied bythe essential

characteristics of performance.-based instruction are not themselves

essential for'a programme to be perfrmance-based but only that they

are often part of sucha programme.

The definition of 'performance-based instruction'
#

applied by the AACTE Committee to the field df teacher education in the

form of the December 1971 definition'and the February 1974 revised

definition presented in Appendix A : Given such definitions it should,

be possible to ascertain whe.ther a particular teacher education

programme fits the CBT characteristics and what may be needed to alter,

a programme to fit those chaencter.istics. To be able to use these
A

definitions in this manner requires that the notions used in$the .

definitions are clear'apd that other, different definitions bf PBTE
. .

are materially equivalent to those formulated.by the AACTE Committee.
not

Itseems that the notions used in the definition are
A
adequately

clAlrified and the other definitions currently availab-le in the field are not

obviously materially equivalent to those provided .by the AACTE Committee.,
3

The main point of Confusion and disputb is over "competencies'. An

example of a'definition which embodies a-differing use of 'competence'

is that of powsam apd Houston (1972,p.5) which says, in part, "competency-

based instruction is a simple, slraightforwa.g4 concept with the following

central characteristics: (1) speCification of learner objectives in-

behavioral termsi,S The restriction 0:- 'competence' to cover only.suoh
,

3. Thijs issue is dealt with in more detail in1Chapter Four.

1 2
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things as can be stated' in behavioral'objectives seems' to be at variance

,

4
with the 'most recent A.AcTE-conuiliee definition which gpeoifIcally

mentions'attributes that'are commonly taken to haye defi'ed attempts to.

)

state thL11 in behavioral terms. The definitions which have been given

of !FIV.tE1 have not, as yet, provided a clear, unambiguous means of

identifying the central featuxes of the notlon underlying the PliTE

movement nor.of a reliable means of identifying programmes or gertS of

programmes that may be called performance-based.
-

The" problem of lack of clarity and lack of detailed
P.

attention to conceptual ijsues is noolimited to the attempts to provide
5

a definition'of 41)13"TE'. The Elemeiltary T4acner Education Models project

wa's seen as an attempt to. construct teacher education programmes on'the

.

:basis of. somg identified -assumptions.. Xn some of the models the writers
1- ,

..

specifi pil some assuthptions about future socia ity and schooling in that .
, . .

.. . ,,.._

society ancLsome irAfcated a genq-ral conception tof tre teacher in future

schdolS, e.,g. :as educational gngineeror as a clinician, 'Alt few provided)

any detailed conceptual anal1rSis of th eir central notions or definitions

.

of key ,terms. Where this latter approach was adopted at all it fell far
. .,

ta.

v.

short of what is required if teacher education programmes and the specified

competencies .tompetencies ar to be derived from such ana+yse's. An example of one.of

__ / . , ,.
- the tew attempes to provide,a definition of one of the central concepts
. -,

1. f
.f, .

used in the'model construction, "viz. 'teaching', is that given by the

Michigan State University, team and it Is summarized as "Teaching is

a rational' process of taking account.,:of the characteristics of a situatsion

and the periOns therein in orcieC to carry our some intervening activity

4. See AppeniillA.
4

5. These models. are d fseu,ssed in illapter Three.

.
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which is thought to have- a pr,dbabilAy of'inducing
.3 1

some intended change

ilithe learner." (HousCA, Thf& definition does'

8.1

not provide a Pelptul point from which' to ciri4e.a teac*her education
4 . ,

' .$: s.
programme, or any part of i,,t, witheiut a defi:nitii'3n of 'learner' which will

0 :
... .

l " V'O , %
.

help to overcomU;the objectOns to'the c*finipion of Itenchingt as!i.t is
I 0 . k t. " ,

'given aboVe. As,it 's.TandS,' ihc.defidition of"teaching' inClildes as
-i-,..e

, 4$ .
. ;i A: ,,,

-examples SUGli nonexamplv's as`,an instance of assassination. No definition
b o')'

t ' .;1. .. s r ' ' -\4.'.4., 1

' pf !learkerJ4was'kbren in the MrchiganStaeb University model which was .

.

t' -' : 4 . - .0r. 1 . ,' , :
itself; rather unu'gual ih its inclusion. pf 'teaching'. in its list of .\

definitions ' L'.. .."-

.

,

.1:1'

k
4

1
1

The issue of the inadequacy of defi:nitick,1d the failure
. ,1-... t

of teacher education programme designers to,pndertake e5:qensi.yeconceptual
, . .

analysis may seem to be of minor tmnr.bfice bdt-tilig-i-ls not the ogtqlon
6.

some of those who have been involved in. the PBTE movement. fl.E. Bosley
"

(1969, Vol.II,p.164) includes, the'claim that /

$.-

"No comprehensive theoretical base exists. ifor teacher education n

general, or for the laboratory phases.of teacher preparation,'as an
exampleof one of the most severely limited areas from this standpoint.

The PBTE movement is see by some of its participants as an attempt to
/1

develop the theoretical b se for teacher educatibn and to provide a

systematic teacher education programme. deived-from that theordtical
1.

base': However, despite the PBTE emphasis on explicit conceptibns,4 teacher

roles, Rosner and Kay (1974;p.291)
"That competency:based teacher 4ucation'thas come to mean.sd many

tthings to sd:mandiffetent people is probably the single most
serious issue confronting the Competency-based movement at pre&ent.
If this issue' is not resolved shortly.... the real promise of CBTE
is unlikely to be realized..It will be washed away, ironically, by
currents of ambiguity,"

6. Schalock, H.D., (1974,p.2) says "the definition of competency adopted'

by A.staCe or program shapes all else."

4
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The debate continued until 1966 but Coaant w.(11:s.a01301:11..ted.vith the

e , .

tangible changes res4ting from the dcbate..,rev...iXSt-itvtitefed--

_
their progyammesto implement Conantcoirif n a ions.but the bollk.did

wstimulate: some experimentation Xn th(r,q41(1. V5 _

.

4"

debate between supporters of the two,aCiffering.tradit.koas In teacher
. ; .

education. was marked by stront difference.g:9f.rnni.on bythose

10.

.

comMitte:d to opposing conteptions, buseityf two-wa'y dialogue nor

two-way "debate' developed'. Ideas were (25t'kessed up.paterallta..i.th little

.

' 'or=no ex'plOrdtion of the differences."-(Weiss; R.M..1.9064,p:6):.The

- ,
..' _. ..

,

./ qualit, y 9f the debate over Conant s-Tvieus is similar to the debate over...

"PBTE although-the debate is quantitetinlj7 different in that, ..in
e,
..

.
-:- Addition to the two-opposing ri,ews'.. expressed in the, earlier debates, 40

.... .,
.-. ..

,,.: there is now the a'dditionaroup who.goport;humanis-tic teacher
7

.

'
%'

,

... ,

education. Of Wis1..tter.(rOupLFroucly (.1974:,p.77) says
,-. .

,,,,,-- .
. "The humanisM point of view, 3t seems ,to 'me, originated in the .-

. ..

. dissd'tisfaon of Iheminoritie§xiith the schooling their children
got, on'the,grund flat it was- sle'signed for the middle'clpss
estab-lishment'and:,w4S there:tore Iinithetical to'their needs."

( ,4
. . . . . ,

The- cenvral yidtiOn,Of this hppanistic tradition is that what issmeeded

is'a teacher who can "relate", to the"Children rather'
L

than one who can
. .

.

. ,. ,;
,..-

,

_perform some specified act.for who has undertaken a period of. academic,
.c- / ..41./L

.',..- .. ,
.

study,. ..study;

.../ Some of the supporters of PBTE refer to it as the

. ,
current reform movemient in teacher education ins the USA :and, despite- .

the criticisms of both:apponents- of PBTE and.re'rsearcliers involved in

developing_the .theoretical suppott-required eor. PBTE, there has been a
9

major move to implement PBTE programmes througpuelfie USA'. The rush

8. For accounts of humanistic

the writings of A.W. Combs.

9. Sec Appendix B

teachor education see Nash;T.,(1973) and
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,;
to' implement prE programmes may- be a reaction, in 'part, to immediate

poLitical pressures but it may also be a result of the frustration of

in teacher education who failed to see any significant changes

occur as the.resu1t of two decades of debate.

reformers

FACTORS thFLUENCIG PBTE

PBTE teas developed_under the influence of a number .of

/,
factors which will, for reasonsiof convenience, be grouped under three,

headings; trrtellectual, EducAtional an'd Political. The intellectual
7

, .

fAtors op,include -the emphasis objectives, the develppment of models

a of teaching and issue of accountability. From the work of such people",

and Bloom,et.al.,(1965).has come the emphasis on

identifying objectives and pa-rticularly on identifying the objectives

in behavioral terms. The specification of such objectives is seen by

as Mager (1962)

most of the educators concerned with PBTE as the central featureof the

whole movement. The second major intellectual factor is the attempt to

develop' models of- teaching as the basis of teacher education, instead of

concentrating on, psychological theories bf.learning as has been the

practice for the past few decades. The work on models of teaching has-.

bee influenced by theewbrk of people such-as Flanders (1970), Gage

N

963,1973); Smith 3(1967) and Joyce and Weil(1972). :The third

inteLlectual fai.:Car is that of accountability which has be,p,,n t,ken over

from business management and promoted in education circles by writers

10

such as LessInger,(1970) The promotion of the ideas associated with

the work on models of teaching, the drive for accountability and the

; 0 p.111)

10. NotoAhat, more recently, Lessinger (1974, has said "Much
passed.fpr 'accountability' in the pzist yearS,is stuff and

Whift.eirocan be.fheld accountable for is professional

gaitd;thl.oug4 teaching experience, and

4
I. 1.; A .

o
S
t

of what

nonsense....
competence,

peoplecaring for the

1,4

has

confidence

we. teach."

1
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for specification of objectives` in behavioral terms, has given the teacher

education community a sense that it is possible to approach the task of

teacher education in a manner somewhat different crbm that to whdch they

are accustomed.

k
Under the heading of educatiohal-factors'are grouped the

following issues which are related to PBTE: Field Based Teacher Edudation,

Educational Technology and Inservice Teacher Centres.''. The fact that

'students lacked the, Opportunity to gain teaching experience in schools

at anearly stage in the teacher education programme has been perceived

.. .,
v a Oeakness of teacher education in the USA and the Association of

w
. 1-''..

i

Teacher Educators (ATE) and its predecessors have Atively,sodght, closer
.--,

links between-teacher education prograinmes and,the ,schools. The

implementAtfon of PBTE prograMmes has often been used as an opportunity

- . '

to'provide the desired integration of schoolroom experiences and
...

col,1.ege study.' Ille,lievelipirlent and application of audio-visual aids

programmed instruction by beans of,books and computer-asSisted instruction

in schools and universities has,lead to calls for the application of ,these

and similar forms of.educatidnal techndlogy to teacher education., The idea

is thata teacher education programme is to be devised around these
c

- innovations rather than, the educational technology be' utilised only where

it fits into an existing programme., While the educational technology has

movement,provided pome impetus to the PBTE movement, the lack of suitable eaftware

has limited theg effectiveness of attempts to implement PBTE programmes.

The third eduation2factor which has an influence on PBTE is that of

.

inservice teacher centres. Although the American Assaciatioh of Colleges
-

of teacher Education (AACTE) begad studies oi teacher centres some twenty-
,

.

five years ago, the recent enthusiasm for the idea has dratin much of its

inspiration from Britain. Since 1966, when the AACTE undertook studies for the
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United States Office ot Education (USOE) vhich resulted in,the publication

of Teachers for the Real World by B.O. Smith, t.al.'(1969), the teacher

. centro idea has been actively promoted. In 1970the.Bureau0Of Educational

Personnel'Development establishedthe Task Force '72 and one of its tasks

was the study of teacher centres and the di;,%eminabion of informationabout

these centves. Other groups including the NEA, AFT; Ford Foundation and

y
the.National Association of Indepehdent Schools carried aut workshops .and

t pilot studies on teacher centres. 'Some states, including,Texas, California,

Florida and Vermont havelegislated regardihg teacher centres and other

state education depdrtments support the development of teacher centres.

The teacher centre movement has been the mos' accepted of the recent
11

r I

attempts at innovation in. teacher education and those supporting PBTE

have not sought to separate themselves from 'this educational factor.

A difficulty with PBTE is, to separate out what is distintively PBTE and

what is contributed by the three educational factors discussed above.

Those who.advocate the implementation of PBTE are likely to appeal to

\ .

a number of its features including the. increased emphasis on field
,

based approach, the widespread use of neW'educational technology and

the creation of teacher cdntres for inservice teacher education. The

.

educational factors identified in'this section of the report lend

support to the contentionthat teacher education as it has been carried

in ,
the USA should be modified and the PBTE movementis able to,

use both the expectation of change and the proclaimed virtues of the

,

educational factors to advance its case. The combination of the

'

.

intellectual factor and the educational 'factors is such that the impresscbon

S

I
may be created that the means for a radical, significant change to

improve teacher education are how Liailable,' The' proponents of PBTE
A

11, See Houston and Howsam el.972,p,18:0) and Schmieder and Yarger (1974,p.5)

4 t).
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have'sought to give that impression.

14.

Apart from inspiring teachefieducators to develop,and
. !

implement PBTE programmes, the Federal and State educational authorities

can wield the force of certification of teachers as a means to influence

the type of programme to be Offered. T11e third of the factors influencing

PBTE is the Political Factor and under it shall be considered the roles

of,the Federal governmer4 and the State governments as carriltd out by

their educational agencies, the role of the professional teacher education

organisation at the Federal level (AACTE) and the role of or"ganised

teachei.s (NEA and AFT) at the Federal and State levels.

, )

The role of,the USOE has ,changed from being the auditor and

bookkeeper of US education to that of instigator of'cjlanie in education and

facilitator and partner,with.the State education departments in.education

in USA. The USOE has established a set of prior,ities in its programmes

and.through its agency, the National Institute'of Education (NIE), can'

direct research funds into the study related to the established priorities.

The rationale for this direction of research funds is that it provides

a.co-ordinated and systematic attack on 'a particular important educational

problem. PBTE'is one of the projects which has received the support oft
. .

Federal funding as will be indicated below.- The influence of the USOE
i

..

has not 'only changed in the funding of research but also in'the scope

of its activity, In 1963 the USOE had twosmall educational programmes

and by 1970 it had 30 programmes. ,The Federal influence on education

was expanded by the Higher Education Act of 1965 and further added to I

by tipe Nucational Professional Devel,Tment Ac.t oe 1967. These Acts

,,*rt?

4
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'either created or facilitated the establishment of programmes including
. - ,

the 'eacher Coops, Task Force '72, the Educationa'1 Resourtes Information

Center (ERIC) Clearinghouses, the Multi, -State Colls.ortium of Performance

Based Teacher Education and.the Elenientary Teacher Education .Models.

AllIthesprogrammes have had some impact on the PBTEluovement and

.through them the influence of CheIUSOE has been considerable.

The increasing influence of:the USOE has assisted the

State educational agencies in increasing their influence over education

at all levels in the states. The most cdmmon means by which the USOE

enhances the pow of.,the state - educational agencies is by having the

State implement educational changes in the particular state. The means

bx which States are able to influence colleges to implement PBTE is by

12
.establis.hing certifl.eation procedures based on PBTE, and aided in this regard by

the Natior.lal Council for Accreditation o! Teacher Education (NCATE).

Whether the greaten involvement of State and Federal agencies in

teacher education is seen as an additional form of asststance to the
Ar

teacher education, institutions or as a takeover of power such thatthe

teacher education institutions are more under thecontrol of those

agencies; dePends,in.part on how far the legislative requirements are

. :-4-extended'and in part on how the funds for research and deelopment for.

education are directed to specific projects, However, ;./arious'factors

are combining to,reduce the interest, particularly of the; Federal

government, in teacher education and these factors include the "surplus"

of teachers,'the lack of student unrest, the decline in interest by

public and government alike in higher education.in general and the

12. See Kiet, N.W.4.*(1973) arid AppendixC,l
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-

,

I.,
overall reduction-in "real funds for education in general. The reduction'real"

,

. .

.
,

,

of ;governmental interest in' higher education, andtuacrcer education in,
, t ,.

,
. .

particular, is evident ,in the lack of funding 'for, the implementation of

any of the 1968 Elementary Teacher Tducation Yodels The soTcalled

"taxpayers revolt" against education may be thought to be,,to the

advantage of PBTE if,*because it is Inore e'ffici6ntlil the .1raditi,onalf

eV

programmes,.PBTE costs- less than the already finance- starved teacher
4 r a'

et5

..- . m

education programmes. Another possible reaction to the ladk of fartds /. ..
,z, t. 4 °

.,
for educajt is the increase of class sizes and an even gre4Eer

4

teacher "surplus", leading, to a rapid decline in enrollmedts in teacher ...

t

education programmes. This decline in enrollments is evident at present.
.....

--), ...

.and in cases where the decline in eneollemnts and financial difficulties s'
N. 1

e qe,

are severe itresults in theclosing of the institution (if it is a
.,

small private college) or a severe reduction. in staff, including tenuredow.
13

,..
.

staff. For a college facing emaciatton or elimination, PBTE may seem
'0

, ,

.to be a means of survival. Tor' the small private colleges .which are:

forced to close, it may seem as though the State education system,

supported by .taxes, i$ taking over higher education and rendering'

teacher education m ore ulnerable to political pressure.

le

J.
\

At the national level, the AACI acts as a °OiSseminator of
. - % _ _ _ ...

.

information on PBTE, among other things.AACTE fulfils this role
',.*.

by being a co-sponsorof-the ERIC Clearingivouse on_.,Teacher Education

\0
ft .1

wit the NEA and the ATE an affiliate Of the NEA),,hy publishing the
j

PBTE Series and ,by carrying 'out various seminars and workshops on PBTE,..

At the state level, teacher orgzInisations affiliated with

the I\IFIN and the AFT are involved-in various ways with PBTE, The concerns

13. See Appendix C.2

*

a

.
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of teacher 'uganisaticoncerning PBTE arise out of the issue ofe

'accountability of, teachers in the schools and out of certification of

.V01* teachers. The activities of teacher organisations vary. with the strength

and interests of the local organisations but two .examples indicate some

of these activities. The UFT in New York City established a Performance
3

Certification Committee which reported in March 1972 and said, amobg other

things, that they oppose any performance-based certification until

validated research has been completed. The estiniates, they received on

the time needed for such -research ranged fOom five to twenty years: The

Committee also_ recommended that UFT cooperate in the development of

4 teacher education programmes, that UFT urge intensive research in-teacher

'
behaviour'and that' the UFT demand an internship pro gramme of three years

after graduation 4th the' intern beginning with a half teaching load plus

teminar. A_somewhat different approach has been adopted by the Maine

Teachers Association who require a five year teacher training programme.

The ran seek to vduce,Ahe number of persons qualified to teach by
A

combining the,Ilemand for a firth year of "experiential training" in the

schools with a demand that the loca l teacher associations participate in

Inc determination of quotag and in 4he selection' of student teachers in

their district. "Concern abaft enti-y into the profession is a totally new

area of activity for professional aWciations and ... control cgn only

come into the hands of the profession if individual members are insistent

that this happen."(Marvin, J.H.,1774) The ap proach exemplified by the,

.MTA may deveibp in such a way as to implement PBTE in the fifth year in

0

the schools or it may be that, irrespective of what the colleges do in

their programmes, the teachers associations will implement.a performance

based requirement in addition to any academic requirements. In any Case

the actions of the teacher associations are an important factor in the

direction that PBTE has taken and witItake in the future.
A

14, Feldman, S.(1972)
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DEVELOPMENT OF PBTE

14.

, The PBTE movement dates from the commencement of the Elementaq

TeacherEducation Models proj4ct: This project began in 1967 when the

USOE was considering funding priorities and a group of consultants met on

116.

2 August 1967 to plan the project. A request for proposals was issued by

the USOE on 16 October 1967 with a closing date of 1 January 19U.1 Eighty

proposals were submitted and nine were selected for furing..14or'k began

on the models in March 1968 and was to be completed by October 1968 as

Phase I of the project. Phase II was a feasibility study of the models

to determine the costs, needed research and implications of adopting the

models and this phase was begun in May. J969 and completes? in December

1969. Concurrent with the second phase, the AACTE conducted seminars

and workshops in various parts of the USA to desiminate information about*
implementation

the models. Phase III called for the , . of at lease-,three of the

models to test their ability to achl.eve their stated goals but fun were

not forthcoming from the USOR and this phase did not come about. L.

Implementation of PBTE programmes has come about in a number of institutions

as a result of particular local' influences. .Federal influence is exerted

through the4:equirement that Teacher Corps programmes be performance based,

as are career education and other programmes funded by,the USOE and the
;4. .

NIE, Some institutions: such as Florida International University, University'

of Houston and University of Toledo, have committed their entire teacher

education programmes to.performance-based procedures although in these

cases the top administrators in the teacher education departments were

closely connected with the development of a model in the Elementary

Teacher Education Models project. Other institutions have-implemented

PBTE in part of their programmes in response to individual.enthusiast6

24
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"19.

on their staff or in response to outside pressure from the State agency.. f

. 4.'
%...

A mumber of teacher eddcation institutions are effectively ignoring

PBTE altogether and even those committed in part or wholly to PBTE have

staff members who do not support its implementation.

The development of PBTE haA been influenced by tht numerous

factors discussed abche but the initial interest in remodelling teacher

education was stimulated ink large measure by p ;oblems of teaching in

areas of urban poverty. Soil of the reactions to this catalyst 'were

the creation of the TeacherTorps, the'14dtional IMtitute far Advanced

5tudyin Teaching Disadvantaged Youth, Task Forice '72 and the Career

Opportunities Program and Pit E is the means by which these programmes

i

.

are to achievo their goals. If teachers are to be held accountable,.
.

particularly far the reading ability of their pupils, then teacher
.
* )

c

education is called upon to, produce teachers who are offic.ient,in teaching

e, basic skills and,PBTE is a response to that call.
r

\ 4

\ ,
\ \ Ilt . k

i ' \
.)
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CHAPTER THREE

HODELS 01' 1.)TE

THE 1968 ELD,ENTARY TEACHER .EDUCATION ELS

'4 pet,:

i -

The Elementary Teacher Edud tion Hodels project produced

a masstve amount of material.in the for

-feasibility studies which Le Baron (19744R.1) claims

r.

ten reports and eight

_r*
first deliberate efforts at developing dOmprehensive programs or elementary

15:

As summaries of 04 models are available elsewhere

"reuesent the

-teacher education."

I,shall not attempt a summary of the in4yidual models but rather comment

on aspects If the models.
.

.
.,-.-

The ten models produced in.a967 have a certain degree of
..., oi..

. V=
Common featuresdue, in rt, to 44te dir7ection given by the.USOE in its

call for proposals. In the planning stqement drawn,up in August 1968
Sz; lir

t.

,by the USOE it was said .

.

'Any proposals developed for the prlpramme should include a rationale,
a viable theory, specified objectAps, and evaluational components.
In addition, concern should be dir60ed"to individualized instruction,
simulation, self-stay, the use Afilulti-sdnsory
approaches to the problem'of educating elementary teacherS, aspects
of team teaching, realistic realitytesLing laboratory experiences,
builtamin development, demonstratio%and dissemination phases, ,'
built.--in.systems and costs analyse in-savice educatidh for'all -
personnel Conducting such progra4e-, and the results should be
transportable as models to other e mentary teacher-producing
institutions. It was felt that si te teachers have multiple
competencies and multiple aswell:a19:t sequential effects proposals
for such a programme should be gea d to how childrien_learn and
should also relate to how teachers. aid the development of learning

strategies and skills in children.. t waszfurther felt that associate
designs should .be' stimulated whir); emonstrate linkages with public-.
schools and community agencies, kagesarith graduate schools for
teacher educators, and linkages W h teaCther education preservice
producersinaddition to:the inpu expackd frOm education-related
industrial and systems analysis c orations. It was assumed that

the above elements- could y in certain kinds of model01."

(Bu i , R.J., 1970, pp.1-2),

15.See Le.Bar(4, W., (1970), Burdin, Itat. and Lanzillotti, K., (1969),
(1970) and Joyce, B., (194).
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21.*

The features, connqon .tp the models included ag emphasis on systtins
I ,, /. , 16.

.anal'y is, bhaviorzil objectives, individualizataon of instruction by th'e

implenn.qltat ion of ..q.ehnolog ica 1 innovat ions , (lemons tra t ion of 'teaching,

competenc Le's in simplat ion laboratories or sclipols and prey ision,for
". . . ,

e edu,cation. as part of a lengthy period of profess ionia'preparation.
f

;"Apart froth any, unifying influence of the USOE Request for PipDsals, .
',r

the teams selected to develop models were seer/ by Joyce (19.71,p.117)
. . . ;.

to have a similar conception ,of the teacher:

"All ccinceptions shared the following teat.uresC
1 The teachr-,. was not On1y described in behavioral terms; but was
seen as a behMribrist; a setter of -behavioral objectives, user of
behaviorally - oriented teaching strategies", and user of behavioral
measurement teachniques. There were, osexcent ions to this.
,2. The teacher teas seen as a member of" a 'clinical team, rather
thans a -lone dperator in a, self -contained classroom, Special

§were envisioned in most cages,
The teacher was seen. in mosNf cases as' working in an environment

rich in support systems, especially self-instructional material's..
Thus, he functions diagn&ser and orchestrator rather than as
the typical teacher of today."

Thgmodels were designed td produce, teachers who would

have far greater responsibility and capacity to' guide. children's learning
A 9

experienc es than is cotinnori in t"achers today: However, the new teachers
I-

Could yi6 Operate in schools staffed and equipped as they are today.

The models dram upon -a quite l'imited amount of research on teachi4 in

arCattemp ct to onseruct teacher education systems to produce. teachevs
fc

.
0 in" stheols a Alecacte af ter the Models were devised.

1

.-

I
Ap. an example of the general' approach of the, various models

"1.=

jt.i,' - the 1:ichigan State University "Behavioral Science Elementary Teacher
...'` .1/ .

.._-

4

16. Systems analysis is a process 1...)r rele'ting a program or its parts
. to the goals envisioned for that program, ''£oz"- using- information derived
from operatioi to acljust the program coWards its goal- orientation, and
for. designing and' seWcting alternat ive 'agproaches based on the, particular
character the°;operating environment." (Le Baron, W., 1970,p.2)

tr/e'l
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Education Program" illustrates the main features listed above. 1111 use

of systems analys4s is evident both(in the means, of developing the model

. and in the iicirkinr, of the developed model. In developing the model, the
.

1. \:'-

Miati gan-team began with four assumptions about Leacher edu9ation:
. .

1) that a professional epaCher is one who employs a "clinical behavior
"-- 17

style of teaching ",

1

2) that the professional foundationsof teacher preparation should be
---\-- ,

I

.

based on thobehavioral sciences,

3) that students should be taught how to teach and not how t6 conduct

research although they should be able to .apply research findings to their

Y:1-1.!'t

,

prescribing, tredting and obSerVing consequences." (Houston, R.E,, 19t8,p. A-4)

. teaching practice, and

4) teachers tend to teach as they have been taught.

What is meant by 'clinical behavior style of teaching' is a pattern of

behaviour consisting of "six ,phases: describing, analyzing, hypothesizing,

Aftel.-o6Serving t- consequences of the treatment, the teacher then

desCribe'S the changed situation and SO, begins another Series of phases.

,;Having identified this stile' of teaching as appropriate for the "product",

the team developing the model had then touse thiAryle in the model

., itself (based on assumptions 3 aud.4). The resulting undergraduate
4t

, , 18 19
-.. ''

- .
programme utilised systems analysis in its evaluation procedure to

-
'

, .
.

\"- 40
-, ---.."---, e6S.ure

--
that the, programme as a whole was continually adjusted towards'

f\

.,,

-..,
17! Por an account of the main features of the Michigan model see Appendix D.1

"and for an indication of the importance- of the "clinical behavior style'of
teaching"-see Appendix D.1,'., Special Feature number 2. .

°
.

18. For a brief description of. the Michigan programme see Appendix D.1,
..,

.

19 The programme evaluation is indictted in Appendix D.1,
..4.*- 4.

Features numbers,5,12,13-,14,and,15A , .°
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in Special
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'' : ,.1. some 7Of tjleothe.r-Mode.' ls bu,E 'all of the -mOdels .are,iiiore or less s trongly
,

1 '..'.'. / 1' . . ,.. :
behavioural in taeir approach. 'The MichigalrApecificatien of "clinical

,. ..

`behavioi style 'Of teaching" is uniciLie" bUt..**Va.f-inqUels have some specification. i ....... ,
110. . 0 , %;',' .' C- # .

'l, . of the kind of teacher to be "produtia':by 4p.i.:m6ael
'),00.

I. I'
b : The emphasis on' developing models b!ased on a specisfsisation

:of goals is a common feature of the molielS ,but the form in which each
-474.PY the teams put these goals differs considerably.' The ComField model,
t'..

produced"by the Northwest Regional Edudational Laboratory, outlined'. eia
*.'.44'..r:21--

propositions from which the model was developed. Of those propositleorig,1:-.N.,: --
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._ -;.'s---..- _
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.
*

\. -.. --...,! ...:. . . .. .
.,.-.

on' individualized and personalized instruction, is the edt.icational >

,
1:is. ( reason for the use of complex managerial systems which result from'-'t
it.',,

,..)". .. "propositions 9 and 10.
1,.1, ti

...4-.k.. . A ft'ernative procedures for determinNg the goals of the\ .. ..... r'" it '';';-
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*je-,"4' teacher education programme are provided by the University of Toledo and
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I
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\ University of % Georgia models. The Toledo sfaff searched the literatureature
:` t c- . , x...kli \... for appibpriaEe statements of. goals for teacher education and ther

1.v.
.... / L. ..,
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.\ . N.: t,;,..... 4',..... . . -
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\ \.....
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24.

behaviors which will help'every and Ar.e followed by a statement

23
of the desired change in thepupil. From these generalgoals, considered

in primary contexts of "Instructional Organization", "Iducatinnal

Technology , Contemporary Learning-Teaching Process" "Societal Factots''

and "Research", were derived the behavioral objectiv-es. from which 1400

specifications were written. :
The University of Georgia adopted a

somewhat different procedure in that they

"began with the identification of an educational viewpoint incl ding

not only an interrelated system of ethicatianal principles, but an

accepted list of the goals for the elementary school along wi h their

related objectives. Next,.the specific 'learning behaviors ich

teachers are to create in pilpils-in order for-them to achie e the

objectives were determined. From these the numerous speci ic teaching
beht,ioks which teachers must perform ln order to create he desired

changes N. pupils were identified. The teachers' behavi s along

with other data formed the foundaNtion for the job analys s which in

turn.was used to develop the spedifications." . (Johnson C.E.,

Shearron,G.F:: and Stauff,er, A.J.,1968, pp.4-5)

Beginning'with a .general statement ofthe overall, purpose of education,

. !

the Georgia: educational viewpoint is stated, in terms of the societal

goals of the school, the desired features of an,.instructional programme'

and someprinciples dk,operation The objectives of the elementary

t - ,24
. .

school' envisaged in the.(1.frogia model` are listed under the'headings
I

,_
--.

of 'reading', 'speaking', 'istening';.'compOsition','sdcial studies',
..

'.:. 25

'mathematics', 'sc'ience', 'hea.lth, phy'sLcal education and s'afety',
'

1 ...-

'art', 'Music', 'media', 'affective' and ; cognitive processes'. From

,! )

3' For comment on this form of:smting the goals.,,see Page 59 .

24. Examples ,of these objectives compris4 Appendix D:2.3 and comments

.on these objectives ,is mode on:Page%511 .,1.
.

25. Other models-, dia nqt theturie :sectiois 'on physical education.
.:,,

r', "
..,..

i'l 80.1 ''
.--

. ',' ,,

. . \ .

a
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I'Vtese ob.rec'tiveg were obtained the, performance specifications. Each

-d6:64he models folloWed the pattern of developing some form of goals

,from which specifleaCions were obtained but the models differed among, o

4
themsaves as to the manner in which the specificAions were stated..

Two examples oft 01e different approaches to stating the

spcifications of the,programiles are those of the University of
.

Wisconsin and Syracus6 Univerkity The University of Wisconsin example
26

4

of a mathematics education element indicates how part of a subject is

specified in the form of a flow chart and accompanying instructions.

The example of,mathematics education element is equivalent in the

Wisconsin programme to any of the parts shown in the science education
27

model. This latter model represents the course outline of a subject.
28

The Syracuse Univers.ity example 4/consists of a flow chart of the nodules

for Social and Cultural Foundations together with the detailed

0specifications of one of those modules. The particular...example chosen

from the many Syracuse University specifications does not have the

complex provisions for alternate toutes'within the module as provided

in the University. of Wisconsin example. However, apart froffi the

differences in complexity of routes and forma\t of the specificationp,

there is considerable similarity between, the two examples in the use

of,flow charts, initial decisions as to the relevance of the module,

emphasis,on application of the material being covered in the module

and the uSe'of the post test for diagnostic purposes. The individual

modules are, required to fit'into an overall programme either because

a list of teacher, qompetencies must be met or because the institution,

has formal course' requirements for its degree:

26. See Appendix *C,.1.1

27. lee Appendix E. 1.2

28. See Appendix E.2.1 and E.2.2 r).9

A
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The 'three examples of overall prograumlere those from

Syracuse University, Florida State University and the Com7ield model.

The Syracuse programilpspans'five years, the first twoftof which are

taken up with liberal arts subjects and a liberal educati n component

'which consists of interdisciplinary studies in each of th areas of

humanities, social science and natural science,. The content of each

of the parts.of the programme are relatively standard teacher education

material with the possible exception of the Self-Directed Component of

the Junior Year. The task of the student in this component is to
behavioral terms,

descri et; the changes he would like to see take place in the children he

is to teach and to determine what training he requires to accomplish

these changes with pupils. he teaches in his resident year. The programme

as a whole is concerned more with processes than with content:and is

intended to be largely self-paced for the student. The Florida model

also incorporates in-service work as part of its programme although in

this case it is for two academic years in the schools and three summer

sessions in the university. A student who graduates from this programme

30

. .

will have a M.A. and, apart from being able to teach children of age

three to thirteen, will specialise in a particular sage group, in a

subject area and in .oneof the differentiated teaching functio \s.

The ComField model is designed to produce "instructional Irenagers".

who will- supervise the instructional process designed by an "instructional

engineer" to the specifications of an "instructional analyst". The
31

programme given as,an example is for an "instructional manager/ who

29' See .Append ix F.I

30. See Appendix F.2

31. See Appendix F.3

)(.)ii.

*IV
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will proceed through four levels of cgrtification.' The Preparatory

Certificate permits entry into the Laboratory phase, thetnitial

Certificate permits entry into the Practicum, the Continuing Certificate.

permits entry to career teaching and the Consultant Certificate permits-

the teacher Co be a supervisor of ComField students in the Practicum

phase. The competencies required,by the programme are specified, in

summary, in the example of the ComField model.

All the models incorporate an in-service part in their

programme and they specify the behaviours to be demonstrated by the
714,

students. The programmes also 'seek to provide each student with

training experiences appropriate for his perceived needs and to do this

requires flexible modules and flexible overall,programmes together with

ready access to considerable amounts of information on the student's

'performance. To achieve the required individualised programmes has

resulted in elaborate management systems.

As is indicated in Appendix G.1, the models produced by

the Elementary Teacher Education Models project are managemqnt models

. s.

as well as instructional models. The justification for the development

of elaborate management'models is, as stated by Joyce (1971,pp.80-1), that

"With the advent of technologies for developing large/and complek

inforMation-storage-and-retrieval systems there arrived also the
cdpacity.to-develop management systems which could coordinate

student characteristics and achievement with instructional alternatives

and maintain reasonable levels of quality control.... It is safe to

say that all the program model teams are comfortable with the idea

of management'systems 'and believe that when.we learn how to use them

we,can make education much more flexible and human....They belieVe

that Such a technology will eventually not only permit instruction

to be tailorea to individuals but. also will enable the student

hiMself to shape Many instructional goals and means.",

The ComField model has a manageMent system, the rationale ofwhich is

Appendix G.1, designed to.serve ten functions:

Ifistructfonal; ,

1. To organise and coordinate.the Hilman and nonhumah resources necessavy

I
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to carry out the instructional programme,

2. Policy-, Clarify the educational goals of elementary pupils and

translatt them into a written policy statement for the programme and

insure tha tt decisions are made with regard to the stated policy,

3. Adaptation; Provide operational guidelines on the basis of the

written policy, recommend modifications of the programme based on

'feedback or evaluate part or all of the programme and design new

written programme specifications and cooridinate the feedback to all

parts of the programme,

4. Programme Execution; Establish and maintain effective relationships

between the parts of the programme to facilitate the adaptive and suppdrt

functions,

5.... Supply; Supply and maintain equipment,

6. Costing; Conduct regular and systematic accounting for all 'elements

of the programme,

7. Research and Development; Modify instructional system or design new

systems, advise and/or assist research conducted within 1the programme

and undertake limited basic research on the principles of instruction,

8. Personnel; Supply staff and students,

9. Information; Collect, store, analyse and synthesise required data,

10. Evaluation; Assess (upon request) the effectiveness, appropriateness

and impact of part or all of the programme:and supply assessment data to

32
any staff. Tember requesting it.

One of th? tasks ,of the,management system whiA has riot been discussed in

this survey of the Elementary Teacher Education Mode's is that of costing

the, operation of the programMes. It is difficult to provide an accurate

estimate of the cost of imp.leMeating ,Iny of the models developed in this

project but the feasibility studies Lodertaken on eight of ,the modelsdo-
,

. See Schalock, H.D. and/Hale, J.R. (1968, Vol. I.;pp.108-127)
44

46.
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give some indication as to whdt the developers thought itmight cost.

The example given in- (Appendix G.2 indicates an overall cost of implementation

of US'$9,823,750 spread over a six year period, after which the prOgramme

must be self-supporting. Unlike le Syrac:,use cost estimattt, the. Michigan'!5:(

_
4,t

,,,,

State University model estimated its costs -over a preimplementation.

/
.

period and a four year implementation period but their costs totaled

US $5,887,825.. However the main difference:between the two,cost

estimates lies'In the greater importance of 'Materials' in the Syracuse

costing and the dominance of 'Academic Personnel' $3,854,350 and

'Support Staff' $857,953 in the Michigan estimates. Whether because of

33
the high costs of implementing anyof the models, or because of lack of:

interest by the Federal Government or for other reasons, none of the

models developed as part of the Elementary Teacher Education Models

project were funded in the envisioned Phase IIf of the project. The

models were implemented, to a greater or lesser extent, in the developing

institutions and 'served as guides for other,,institutionS.Uho were

seeking to redesign their programmes. The models served,as a catalyst

for the PBTE movement in the U.S.A.

ASPECTS OF SAIPLE PBTE PROGRAI,LMES

An example of the implementation of some,of the features

of an Elementary.Teacher Education Model in the developinginstitution

is the elementary teacher programme now in operationsA the University

of Toledo. This institution is one of the few to have committed all

its teacher education rogrammes to the PBTEapproach,for most of the

universities and colleges that have embraced the PBTE approach have
4

done so in conjunction with traditional programmes. Even the University

33. It has been estimated that the iodels cost abodt US $17300,000 to
develop but, notwithstan4ing claims such as made in the University of
Georgia feasibility study that the ma.els would produce teacherS at less

cost than existing programmes, the call by a committee in 1972 for
.US $150,000,000 to implement PBTE mouels -seems to have been ignored.

3
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30.

of Toledo's programme is performance -based in its Elementary Education

and Secondary Education courses only. The remainder of the programme
.

being outside the College of Education is not yet converted to the

performance-based approach. The Education courses indicated in Appendix

11.1 are Elementary Education 101 and 102 which constitute thq Career

DecisionsProgram in the Freshrian year, Elementary Education 320,324

and 328 Which are the methods courses in the Junior year and Elementary

Education 340 (Elementary Teaching and Learning) and Elementary Education

392 (Student Teacking) in the Senior year. The education courses are

35
set out in modules which aim to provide a degree of individualised

. 7

inqtruction. The most striking innovation included in the Toledo

programme is the Career Decisions Program for the students Ast entering_

the University and considering a teaching career. The main point of

36

the Career Decisions Program is to serve as a means of achieving

what was sought in traditional teacher education programmes which had

.

monitors and a course entitled something like "Introductiob to'Teaching".1
,

4

Themodules in the Career Decisions Program include one "Self-Analysis
qt%

.

for Career Decisions" and another "Introduction to Career CoMponen 4N..5s".

On thebasis of these modul-cfthe student may be expected to, know' what

areas of specialisation are available, and which of those is most

suitable for him. The first group of students to undertake the programme,

in 1971, rated their school experience as a CDA on a five point scale from

CoMpletely Satisfactory (1) 38%, (2) 35%., (3) 18%,(4) 6% to Not At

All Satisfactory (5 2%. The involvement of student and unisity
. , r

34 *See Appendix H./

.35 See Appendix H.2

36 See Appendix H.3

A
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staff with the sclipols does not end with the Career Decisions Program

but instead the Elementary Education courses, particularly the methods,

are taught and evaluated, in part, in the schools with the classroom

t

teacher IT6ing involved in both the planning and the evaluation of the

student's activity. In addition, the university st ff.Member may be

involvedin curriculum planning as part of a staff team in the school

and also teach a graduate course (for credit) in the school to the

teachers on the staff of that school (e.g. on aspects of supervision).

A university staff member is assigned as the supervisor to one school
4

and he is responsible for the.full range of teacher education activities,

associated with that school. The Toledo programme, illustrates both
it.e

the implementation of one ofAElementary Teacher Education Models and

i
eJ

..

the increased em lasis on the role of the schools in teachin and

4

evaluation of teacher education courses.

The Florlda International University is an example of A
37

institution which has recently opened and which has adopted PBTE from

the beginning oT, its development. The' teacher education programme was,

developed according to six Specifications:

1. Competency-based curriculum which "impOSes on us the responsibility.
to identify, and exprest,in very specific terms that which is accepted
as "best practice" in teaching";,(Sowards, G.W.,1974,p.2)

2. Criterion-referenced evaluation. "Two questions are central here:
(1) Are the competencies we have chosen to be developed the apprppriate
ones?; (2).Do our trainees achieve the stated competencies?"
(Sowards, G.W.,1974,p.2)

3. More field-based programmes;

4. Multimedia-based instructional systeMs;

5. .Individualized instruction and self - instruction and
instructional management system.6.d 'Computer- based

37, Florida International University opened in 1972.
- .

,-)Y4
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After the first year of opeation a number of difficulties were identified

as challenges to the successful implementation of PBTE programme at

Florida International University.: These' difficulties included a lack of

a clearly defined set of-termg to use in discussing aspects of the

programme, a need for a reexamination of the role of professors, teachers

38
in the schools and students, a need for suitable instructional materials,

problems of grading and the use of modules in an institution based on

courses and tin .based assessment and " A need to come to grips with a

criterion referenced evaluation scheme and opportunities for performance-

oriented settings for evaluation purposes." (Sowards, G.W.,1974,p.4)\

The Florida International University programme has a "Core"

.consisting of three courses "General Teaching Skills Lab I", "General

Teaching Skills Lab II".and "Schooling in America". In Lab I the°emphasis

is on developing objectiveslesson plans, tests and managing classroom

discipline. In Lab II the emphasis is on the de'velopment,of self-concept,

commumication skills, interpersonal skills, group interaction sli.4.11s and

understanding pupils,with differing cultural 1ackgrounds. As with the

Toledo courses; the content of the Floridacodrses was determined on the
ti

basis of specifications of the.requirements of teaching rather than on

0.0

the basis of the content of academic disciplines such as educational

psycholog* sociology.
,

.
, 1

.

The.evaluation of the first year of operation of the Florida

International University. programme was conducted for all courses and;, on

a five point scale from "very positive" to "very negative" student -attitude,

the results were;
4

38.
;.:

. ,
NumerouS State supported projects are producing various formof

instructional materials for PB'I'E programme's. An example of such a
project is the "Florida Project for Changing Teacher Education Through /

the Use of.PyotocoI Materials"whiCh produces a catalogue of protocol
materials.

1.
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performance -based approach - 80% very positive or positive, 15% neutral

credit/norcredit grading -- 70% "

no formal examinations - 80% "

relevance of competencies 85%
4

I I

I t

o self-pacing =90%
It I

/57.

"The dat5indicate,that students generally feel very positive toward
performance- based cducatton, as .they are experiencing it. As a

result of course iinprovement, not only should attitudes toward
specific courses become more positive, but also attitudes towards
perfoimance-based education in general." (Gay, 1.R., 1973, P.12)

The conclusion, based on the evaluation data, does not seem to be

,-,

entirely warranted in that between 10% and 30% of the students had

II

,either,neutral or negative attitudes to aspects of the approach, and

'given the identific'ation,by students in the first year of an innovative

4/.
. programme in a new institution,with the approach adopted by that programme

1\41the data is not a reliable guide to student ttitudes.in an established

programme. A difficulty with evaluation of a newly implemented course

is that the time and resources needed to devise adequate instruction

and#to undertake adequate evaluation are not usually available so that
)

-

an institution has t(.-; concentrate its efforts in one area rather than

. the other. It has been indicated that the Oregon College of Education
39'

. -

has one of the best developed evaluation procedures for a PBTE programme.

-/ A trial form of the Oregon College of Education's assessment
r

:I.:

programme was carried out in 1973and%fully fmpleMented in 1974, The

intention is that a total assviment system in!atform which will permit

ips use with known confidence will be completed by 1976. The Oregon

College of Education's programme differs from most other PBTE programms

in that it seeks'to assess competency at the level of the outcomes to be,o

The Elementary Teacher Education Program at the Oregon College of
28- Education received the AACTE Achievement Award for .129
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t

expected of a certified teacher in the school, rather than ,,to assess

lower level knowledge or ski outcomes. Ins4ad chilirsing.their

programme on relatively low level competencies which zyreeasier to

Identify, the Oregon College of Education has attempted to resolvelL

the. ifficult_ic4 involved in identifying the competencies required of

a certified teacher successfully operating in a school situation and

.

.
to attempt to assess their students on the basis of those competencies.

6
40

It was initially ant' ate.d that "performance standards would apply
. .

to each cdtrIpetency b ing assessed" (Schalock,D., 1973,p.18) but, thisIt
approach was not foidd to be functional. The Oregon College of Education

programme was modified so that College and school supervisors assessed the

student teaching by means of a,five point rating scale for particular

competencies and applied the performance standards to the student's

whole performance in the'particurar demonstration context.

The ability to measure a student's performance in terms of

a teaching competence is the second of the two central features of PBTE,

the-first of those features is the ability to identify,. the competence to'

be pe(forMed and.Measured, and the Oregon College of Educatibn programme it

significant in that it holds out promise of tacklingthe
,:

problems related-

to evaluation of student' teachini\pe'rforiionce.

Another institution to begin a PBTE px-ogramme recently.is

the University of Houston, Texas, which commenced the first pha'sc of

the programme in 1973. THe programme is to consist ióf phases (usually

of one semester each) as follows: Phase I consists of Curricand Instr,

(C & I) 362 and 430T,' Phase,Il orisists pf ARE 334 (Art), EED410T (Music),
'

40. See Appendix I.

41 Fo details of the objectives of these coukses see Appendix J.
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35,

!!PE, 334 (Health) and either or both C & I 430T (Multicultural) and FED 361

,(_Foundations of Education), Phase III will be methods courses and elctives

and Phase IV is a semester of Internship Teaching. This programme is

notewortfiy.for two reasons; it is Wed on a students' concerns model
/

A . .

developed by F. Fuller and it hasi foundations of education component.

,

.The competencies required of students are identified much as in other

PBTE models but they are ordered on the basis of, the Fuller model which

postulates that students entering a teacher education prqgramme are

k
more concerned aboileitheir own adequacy than concern for the technical

skills of teaching or concern for the *elfare of pup'ils. These latter
. .

concitms develop after craSsroom experience and so the Houston programme

seeks to
.

make Eht.curriculu more relevant to the .students by kaving the

Phase I course fgcns on issues which relate to the students' question,
ai*tvAW

"How adequate am I?" In short, curriculum decisions involVed,the
4 '

identification of teaching skills wliich.students could quickly acquire

if they did not,already/have them." (Ph.ase I Team, 1974,10.) ..The
-

.

seco nd feature of the Houston programme, the inclusion of a foundations

course, may be somewhat similar to the third unit of the Florida

- International University Core "Schoolinein America" but information

is not currently available for any comparison to be nude. The Houston foundations.,

course is,.perceiveil by the faculty to be in noed of strengthening,

The final example of a PBTE programmia which has been

implemented is the use of the-&entice-H11 Teacher Competency De4elopMent

System in part of the course' Elementary Education 230,'' "Ptirwiples,a :-
Problemsand Issues in Elementary Education".at the UnSersby of

Illinois at- Urbana - Champaign, The commercially produced set of 26
C

,

' self instruction booklets were used on a .trial basis in 1973 and on-
.

wider basis in the EL., ED.1 230 cours4 1974 with. addition of

"filmstripVmaterpp. The titles bf tJa.sbooklets'are listed in Appendix
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which sets out the student rankings of the booklets ancS the overall

increase in student educational as'sureances as medsured by t-oe. Prentice-

Hall Assurance Index. Me ranking of the booklets'is somewhat skewed

by the fact that booklets 22 to 26 weres read,by less than halt the 16

-4
students participating in the trial course. Of the 21 booklets read

by more thrtn halfthe students,, 16 booklets were rated by more than

half the students as having either been used in the student's teaching

experience or expected to be useful

T he overall increase in student

regular teaching situations.

educational assurances cannot be solely

al-trithi-ted to the Prentice2all Teacher Competency Development System as

--<-- - ,

it was used in conjunction with seminars, lesson planning and student
,,

7 . ..-, . --,
teaching--ex.Rerience. --A-s_th.e Prentice -Hall EducatiOnal Assqrance Test
---._ ---, , ttl>

, ,..,_.

'was th'e 1, strument--used to measure the increase in theedu4ational
.:.,-

-----._ -
assurance of,testuaents it was-thought by the instructors of the

- -
,

:
_ . ,.....

----- ---,..

L-.. ED. 230 courst,that. tlie-resultswould relate moat tO the Prentice-
- ---.: .---. ---, ----,,

, 1

Ha leacher Competency Development System than to the oth4:t variables.
,,,,

.....

, ,,,

:, /0410.-
,_ 1 1;2:

While.the results of the 1974 course are incomplete andiin4Onclusive,
.._ .

\

.4;
---.,,

there do not seem to be significant differences in educatiO44E assurances
..e,

c,

Ineasured on the Prentice-Hall Educational Ass&ances Test\be,Vge4 students

,
.,

, twho used the booklets and those. who4did not and it, may b-e Eli:rtkatv
40

, \- .:., -. t .
. \ , . f :,- :. ,. .,

increase is the result of student teaching experiences alond6
. \ S ,. s' .:

'0
instructors feel that, even without conclusive data as yet, t t .'v#ents,\ \

----

,

have a'greater depth of understanding of the issues addressed i e.. vA 'N.,

k414.

., ;

.booklets if they have used the booklets rather than taken an altet. \\14e

form Of'EL. ED. 230.
Ar_V.

k. '-..-'

A .--

available, tkicmillan has published a series of minicourses developed byl

The Prentice-Hall system is only one of several currentiA\

. ., A
i

\,', ,,. \1, '.
the Far West Regional Laboratory for Educational Research -and DeyeloLliwn

, 1, '4
.. /,...-- 1 -AA .

i -,

G '''' . e L.

,
+

and many of the .1a4-gsr colleges which have introduced PBTE haNie tIrlS4uced ' N

20
It!

_ , - gyeil,;? C:.-. ;" / / 1 C
. ..,.,

.. 1'4P , 4%.%:::!:' .' / / k /
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modules for their own use arid for;sale::1the avaiiablility of these',

'Materials allows an instruCtor to use the PBTE approach for part,or all

of one or mare courses without committing the whole college programme to

the mrE approach. As such this method May overcome some of the

antagonism of the remainder of the staff whoedo not wish to adopt the

RBTE.approach but it may cause students soMe difficulties in adjusting to

the. differing styles of instruction.

CERTIFICATION

The final section df this chapter is devoted to issues
I

'.elated to Certification of teachers and PBTE. At the University level,

11
the introduction of a PBTE programme has not been st!eh as -enabling the

facultyto decide on recommendations for certifiCation solely on the

basis of modules.completed. At the State level, implementation of

'new criteria for teacher certification has been both a stimylus fOr

implementation of PBTE programmes and a cause. of heated debate among

educators.

, As an example of the attitude of universities toward

certification, the University of Toledo Career Decisions Program

e III, Objecyive 900.08 includes .the following statement regarding

Toledo's degree requirements:

"The College of Education May refuse to permit thecompletion of
. degree requirements and/or recommendation for teacher certification

when a student's scholarship, character, or physical..Condition%
indicate incompetence, or poor success in teaching:" (Career Decisions

Program,,,,1972,p...9)

done by the State education agency on the
.1n,Most_ States the means of teacher certification is A revommendationiof

an institution,,,whose programme has been approved,by,the,State education

agency. The Toledo programme.is.an (ample of a PDTE programme which

1.doed not base a recommendation for co!rtification on the completion of
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:

the stated objectives in the modules offerriA. Such a PETE .programme

._,may oe developed to a stage that the staff felt that any studenwho

mastered the set objectiveS was worthy of cortitiaation and so that

certification might be implemented in that fashion.
0

Certification solely

on the basis of demonstrated competence in the form of mastery of

stipulated objectives may also be implemented by the State education

agency. The'State education agency may either prescribe the objectives

to be included in any approved teacher education curriculum or it may

prescribe the objectives of an external examination for the teacher's

certificate. In states where the education agendy indicated that a

set of objectives were to be adopted as the basi'S' of approval of teacher

education programmes there has been considerable opposition resulting
42

r
in modification of the objectives 'Ix postponement of their implementation.

Nonetheless the modification of state certification requirements had

been, and is, a powerful force in support of the implementation of
43

PETE programmes in colleges. 'An .alternative approach whicb,would

enable State education agencies to certify students on the basis of

demonstrated mastery of specified teaching tasks anereated competencies,

while allowing colleges to include'whaver they saw fit in their

programme, is anlwernal examination for the teacher's certificate.' In

,

such a situation-a college may seek to provide a curriculum which directly

prepares the student' for the external ex9ynation4or the college may

provide a wider based offering based on what; the fadulty perceive as the

most useful offering they Can provide. Suchan alternative would not

42. For examples seeAppendix A and Andrews, (1971,p.13). The
opposition\Rp the basi'S.Of infrihement of academic freedom and on the
basis of*ObljtC-s.,149n to .b.ehaArSarism i.:-.di'sctissed in the following chapter.

43. This approaCh"was-sUggested to me. by Professof H. Broudy who iiidicated

. that other professions usl, 4fh exterri 1 e'xaminatidn.for certification.-

.>
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: infringe on academic freedom nor create the situation.where the

prescribed objectives were taken to constitute both the minimum and

maximum snandat4 to be achieved by students prior to entry into teaching.

COMMENT

An attempt has been made in this chapter to present a
.

survey of PBTE programmes and.related features in order to indicate what
to

is actually being done in the nameof PBTE, as opposed what is claimed

as being the potential-of PBTE., The 1968 Mddels,,with their emphasis

on behavioral oriented teacher education programmes designed as a result

of systems analysis and incorporating significant elements of student

teaching eiperience and inservice courses, have provi ed a wealth of

,_

material -an inspiration for those wishingtto implement PBTE programmes...
_ -

The 1968 Models, like the PBTE programmes'whichshave since followed, are

claimed to individualize and personalize instrugttctri.for Students And )y,

this claim is meant that*Udentscan'seleet,tKe-m6JS.iies° whichseem to

them and their advisors to-be. appropriate*4=t-termay ke-test'out of
e

- -

those modules or take as__long As desired--tO-eOMgEe.them:`-The aceda
4 "- ,

PBTE programmes do place. cpnsiderable r'eV*.rictiobn-p-the freedom. of

.--
?student choice of course work and,tOTW4,extetV the.P.BTEprogrammes

often do not live up to some of-the more.latravagant promises made for

them. The'advantage of the kis7e-otinociptes.as the basiSof,instructiod
-1(

is-offset Somewhat in that the student-cannot have an-individual or

personal form of insgruCtiOn suited to thei own interests unless their
As.

:;17
.

Interests happen to coincide with apodule,which-has already:been written

and they cannot pursue their interestsay..Ehrough a module if
_ -

. - ,

happen to diverge from the programme Eltba-dy:egtablished: The claim to

provide in4ividuarizled and RersonaLi:zelfJ.)nitruction. is therefore to be

they
4

'` .
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limited sense and is not always able to be implemented as much as the

programme designers night wish. A 'second feature of.;:"the _1968 15dels

which is shared,b'y the TBTE programmes is a limited mOunt of theoretical

develoment as a basis for the programme. While diferent in nature

and detail, the theorizing in the Toledo,-CoMField and Georgia Models

is inadequate-to support the edifice which /is sought and the developers

of, PBTE programmeS have had,sufficient iimmediatevpractieal problems to

face without spending time on preliminary theorizing. The result is an

inSeeure foundation for the PBTE programme.

In'selecting'PBTE programmes as part of the sample for

this report the intention was to pregent aspects which illustrated the

'innovative features of'PBTE programmes and attlempt,s, to tackle some of

the3main problems facing PBTE. A constraint on theme selection was the

availability of information on the programmes and the opportunity to

visit the programme and/or discuss it with'a staff member. Only '

untoward circumstances prevented a visit to the Oregon College of

G ,

Education bUt some direct contact was made with each of the other

programmes included. The Toledo programme illustrated both the overall'

approach to implementing a PBTE programme as well as, what appeared to

be, desirable innovations in the Career Decisions Program and in general

. -

'school/University relations. The Florida International University' T"

programme indicated some of the aspects involved iii setting up a PBTE

programme in a new university and difficulties of evaluation. The latter

feature was also the 5ocus of attention at Oregon, together with an.

atteMpt.to come to grips wkih problems of defining teacher competence in

meaningful terms which also were measurable. The Prentice-Hall p4ogramme

.--tteed at the University of Illinois exemplified the possible. use of part

of*a PBTE approach within'a general course which is unsympathetic to PBTE,
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Generally, those who are committed-to PBTE are

enthusiastTL1Iy attacking the practical difficulties involved in

endeavouring to create PBTE programmes which will improve teacher

education in the USA. Included on the staff of many teacher education

institutions. are some who are opposed to any

ways or who see their,own positions threate

oppose PBTE. Many' supporters, of PBTE see

examples of obstructionism of the kind indica

change in their established

y radical change and so

sition to PBTE as

ed above and so approve

of the use of such means as certification requirements to sweep, aside

such impediments. While certification requirements are effective in

establishing PBTE programmes it may be that the cost of the-Use of such

requirements may be too great because the new programmes may well simply

be the old programmes with a different description. A further cost of

the use of certification requirements to promote the implementation of

PBTE is that such requirements are subject to political' considerations

and it may be the case that what is politically desirable may.not.be

educationally desirable and sound educational practice may lose out.

Whi.jesome educatorvattack PBTE 'because they object .to change and
. .

others attack PBTE because they are required to Implement it without

adequate guidance, the most significant reason. for. rejecting PBTE is
f

that it is unsound .educational practice

says of accountability, to

resultsone century ago.
:...

likely to lead, as House,(1972)p.69)

a disaster of the kind produced by payment by

House identifires the drive to reduce public .e

expenditure/6neducatiotvand

have a students re

the concentrated effort'by teachers

a minimum standard of proficiency and no more,

as ,t e downfallof payment by,'resUlts and, by implication, also leading

he downfall Of accountability in education:- It is to ehe rebuttal of

attacks on behaviorism, to the development of a theory which can account for,

to

.

the whole teaching aCt, and a xefutation of the kind of arguments that House

c

rhat- AnfnntInr,! of MITT? nrn pal' -4 n nrnnA



CHAPTER FOUR

THE PBTE bERATE

THE RANGE OF THE DEBATE

Debaie over PBTE has ranged over many areas including

.the use of Objectives as the basis of teacher education, the emphasis on

performance, the details of curriculum and instructional models and methods,

accountability, certification and other issues which are related to 41e.PBTE
. . _

moVement but not central the notions underlying PBTE.

Part of the difficulty with the debate over PBTE is that

promoters of the movement have been somewhat prone to promie-More than

they can-deliver with the present state of research and developmFit on

PBTE. The Director of the Teacher and Continuing Education Division of

the Vermont State Department of Education said, in a presentation to the

. Vermont House Committee on Education,

"Performapse-Based Teacher Education is a means of making new and
experienba teachers more competent in teaching children than they.,
-are now and of assuring the taxpayer and parent that in return for

a $10,000 teacher salary they will receive competent instruction."

(Vail, R., 1973,p.2)

Apa' from the ambiguity of this statement, the claiM at PBTE is such

a means is not yet supported by research evidence, nor by a well developed,

theory which might promise that such a claim will be able to be fulfilled

and, most importantly, not by.the ultimate evidence, that-is, of PBTE
'

programmes which have produced better teachers. This latter form of

evidence is .ultimate in that if TBTE programmes were to-produce better
- .

teachers than traditional programMes and no overwhelming moral or findncial

reasons could be adduced against theRBTE programmes,
-
then that would be

sufficient reason to implement PBTE notwithstanding the lack of other

research or theoreticar,eviderice in favour of PBTE. One reason for spch

1
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4
evidence not being available at present is that-PBTE programmes have not

been going long enough to enable adequate assessment of their graduates.

A more difficult problem to overcome before such evidence is available

is how to assess Ipich teacher is better than another and whether that

superiOrity, is attributable to the form of training received. Partly

because of the extravagant claims made for'PBTE without supporting evidence,

critics have not been reluctant to attack PBTE. D.E. Griffiths (197,p.1) says

"Ignoring the lessons of history and proceeding without adequate
theoretical foundations, the competency-based teacher education
movement is the latest example of an anti-intellectual tradition
that prevents teaching from becoming fully professional."

Such a criticism links the PBTE movement with the failoures of the
4r;

elementaljst psychology of the 1920's and the Cooperative Program in

Educational Administration sponsored by the Kellogg Foundation 41 .1 the

1950Ys and decries the lack of an adequate theoretical base. While

some of the supporters of PBTE would disagree with the latter criticism,

the first publication of the AACTE Committee on Performance-Based Teacher

Education concluded that the PBTE movement needed "adequate support for

research to strengthen the thin knowledge base, particularly in the field

of measurement, upon which it must rest." (Elam, S., 1971, p.23) The

MCTE Cpmmittee on Performance-Based Teacher Education (1974,p.29), in

its final publication, said "while sound in theory, PBTE may prove so

difficult. practice that its accomplishments fall far short of its

promise.... the Committee believes the potentialities justify a large-sCale

effort and offers a series of recommendations... for improvements in

practice.' Given the state of knowledge about PBTE and its underlying

theory it is.not altogether surprising that part of the debate abOut

PBTE has centred on issues which have nothing to do with PBTE as such

but which are linked to the PBTE movcncnt. 4°
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EXTRANEOUS ISSUES

The issues which are raised in .the debate over PBTE, but

Which do not have any direct relationship with the notion underYying PBTE

include dissatisfaction with traditional teacher education programmes, the
.

Hawthorne effect resulting from the implementation of a new programme, the

bandwagon effect, The need for enrolled students and funds and the pressures

'`.from legislatures and state educational agencies. Statements of. dissatisfaction

about aspects of the traditional teacher education progralme aboundlp tire

literature of BTE butwhile such statements may indicate that some new

.teacher education programme is needed they_do not of themselves provide

any support for PBTE- in particular. As PBTE is often presented as the

alternative to. traditional teacher education programmes, the arguments
7 .

against traditional teacher education programmes may be taken to provide

support fpr PBTE and this is not`the case. That the distinction' between

.arguments against the existing programmes and those for specific new

0
programmes may seem obvious it is the case that when one leading

developer of a PBTE ppogramme was asked for the reason for the introduction

of PBTE on a wide scale into teacher education in the USA He quoted the
44

Hawthorng Effect. Whatever virtue the Hawthorne Effect may have in this

respect it is shared by any new teacher education programme and -not just

PBTE and this point did not seem to be appreciated at the Moreover,

while the speaker admitted that in implementing PBTE at its present state

of development was to undertake a massive research programme withcuntrained

and unwitting researchers he did not think that to be a significant problem

as it was not, ifs was suggested to him: likely to lead to confusion and

disillusion and result in a chaotic breakdown of the teacher 'education

44. In convey ation after a session at the AACTE convention in Chicago,

February 1974

50

O
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system. Some other persons involved in.teacher education in the USA who

either dislike or do not understand the PBTE theory and who have witnessed

' inadequate teacher education under the guise of PBTE are not so sanguine

about the results of implementing PBTE on a nationwide scale without further

research.

One of the common accusations against those who support

PBTE is lhat they are simply jumping on the most recent educational

bandwagon. Such an accusation may be intended as a criticism of educators

who support PBTE because they see.it as a way of advancing themselves and/or

their institutions in the educational world. Individuals who have

talents particularly suited to the PBTE approach may support it for that

reason, as those whose jobs are threatened may oppose it for that reason.

Colleges have taken up PBTE for reasons whichOgave nothing to do with

the excellence or _otherwise of PBTE and an example of this is given in

the rationale for the TEM Project which stated

"Within the last year, because Of enrollment difficulties and a desire

of the college to grow and continue its role in higher education in

West Virginia and the nation, the Board of Trustees of Salem, its

administrative staff aril its faculty ha \e committed themselves"to the

recruitment and retention of students. As a consequence, members of

athe Department of Education, with the approval and support of the

Administration, have embarked upon the development of ,a Teacher

Education Model which would, not- ny accentuate recruitment and

retention,'but continue to build upon the excellence of the

existing programs." (Spears, J.R. and McAllister,G.S., '1974,p.i)

The SalEm College sTrm Project embodies in its published rationale

I

several: of the features which critics of PBTE have decried. Apart from

the recruitment issue, the STEM Project rationale includes, a reference

. to the role of the state educational agency when it states that the model

,..,"attempts to,improve our
professional sequence in light of the State

Department of Education's recommendations." (Spears,J.R. and McAllister,

A *
G.S.,1974,p.i) The bandwagon accusation tends toigAin force from

:statements like "STEM challenges us to keep pace with new issues'and 51
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.

emerging nadiohhl trends." (Spears,J.R. and McAllister, G.S., 1974,p.i)

particularly when no further resc.arch data is adduced, in support of the
4

claims made, in glowing terms, for the STEM model.

Attitudes, such as those expressed by the leading

..

daVeloper of a PBTE programme, and rationales for teacher edUcation

progtammes couched in terms like that for the STEM Project are the sort.%

of things which may lead critics of PBTE to attack it on the extraneous,

issues surrounding PBTE. They are also the sort of arguments which

persuade teacter educators to adopt PBTE without consideration of the

issues central to PBTE. Some of these central issues are considered in

the following sections. r,
qv

THE RATIONALE FOR PBTE

),=TNot all attempts a providing a rationale for PBTE are

of the kind published'by alem College and,'in particular, F.J. McDonald

(1974,p.29) has. provided a rationale which attempts

"to distinguish.between the rationale for the content of such programs

and that for their design. The rationale for the content derives from

a philosophy of education a philosophy of what children should be
educated for - and from diverse models of the teaching learning process....

The rationale for competency based programs derives from concepts

about the nature of what is to be learned - teaching competence,-
and from a model of a system most likely to enhance this acquisition."

McDonald claims that the rationale for the content of the programmes is

common tto all teacher education programmes. He also claims that, given

that what students have to learn is)teaching*competence, the model of

learning which is most appropriate is a cybetne ic model which utilises

continuous fedback (not reinforcement) /earner. McDonald (1974,

p.25) concludes that

"the rationale for competency ba:-.(q! programs is rootedin the nature

of teaching acts. The argumentsai:out the behavioristic character of

'the movement are beside the Poiht. A behavioral description of

performan e is necessary if we are to design a program that educates

.effective eachers., But it is not sufficient."
OA'a
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Two of the main issues in the PBTE debate are raised in this conclusion

and they are raised in a manner that would- provoke a vigourous response

from a critic of PBTE. It is not as though a critic would disagree with

whatitcDonald has said, for example about the nature of teaching acts as

the basis for the programmes, or the necessity for a behavioural description

of. teaching performance, or the fact that the latter description is not

sufficient, but rather that the critic is liable to claim that either

one agrees with what McDonald has said or one develops a PBTE programme

but one cannot do both. The criticism centres on the nature of teaching

acts and the-`insufficiency of a behavioural description of teaching

performance.

The objection to basing PBTE programmes on the nature of

teaching acts is simply thdft we do not have a clear notion of what the

,nature of teaching acts are. If we are to develop PBTE programmes then

the prior concern is to undertake research on the nature of teaching acts.

The propaganda for PBTE indicates that one of the facts which has lead to

the PBTE movement is the work during the past decade on models of teaching.

7-But this work'has not produced'adeqpate empirical descript ofis of

teaching acts and little funding has been available for theoretical
45

research on, the nature of teaching.
/

The mainarea of debate, irrespective of what McDonald

/

seems to think, is oVerithe behavioristic character of the PBTE movement.

Whether a behaviorial description of the desired teaching performance is

a necessary but not sufficient feature of a programme that educates'

45. Kerr, D.H. and Soltis,.,,,,J.P.,(1974,pp.3-16) provide any example of the

kind'of research needed beforq'a PBTE programme can be developed but j.t
has come six years after the Programmes were begun and has yet to be

r/applied in a programme. c'
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effective teachers or whether it, is sufficient by itself or whether it

is a disaster for a teacher education programme are matters of' delite.

:R.W. Burns (1972, p.19) gives an account of tqC behaviorist position when

he argues that

"TeachVr educatiori is fundamentally a learqj.ng situation for p rospective
teachers. There can be little argument that learning is an individualized
process. Logically then, teacher education 'should be individualized.
Traditionally and presently it-is not. Next we should note that the
only evidence available to show that an individual has learned
something is his ability to perform or do something that overtly
demonstrates the learning. Such behaviors or performances provide
the quantitative and qualitative data that can be used to struoture,
sequence, validate and revise teacher-education programs. However,

we not only 1:7-arit the teacher to perform; we want,him to perfotm well,
or competently. Tfiereford4ee conclude that a teacher-education program
should be-based on objective4ri,including (when desirable or necessary)
standards of performance.

From a pragmatic standp t, we.recogniie the desirability
of efficiency and effectiveness in t cher education. Objectives CT

provide the means for measuring accomp ishment of these goals. pie

use of behavioral objectives can make a countability in educatiqn a
44t.

practical reality.1!

The first four sentences of the quote const tute one argument which does

;

not contribute much force to the claim that eacher education ought to

be based on explicit statements of behavioral objectives and this qa9k

of force is dud to two reasons. First, there, can be little argument that'

learning -is an individualized process for iE is not at all clear what

0)
'individualized' is supposed tomean.s Second and not'zithstanding anything

)

)

)

that may be said in answer to the first problem, the argument is such that

one of its consequences is that no learning takes place in traditional and
[

present teacher education prograRmes'and this would seem to fly in the

face of considerable evidence. The remainder of the first paragraph is

an argument which is common to many of the statements in.favour of'PBTE

. -

and which 1.'"g: the subject of much' criticism.

iTtelirst point of criticism of the argument for the
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use of behavioral objectives as the basis oflik eacher.education programme

is' that in designing such a programme the'major consideration is to

r
producesomething that will enable students to become effectiv.e teachers.

That is, the basis of the teachet education programme is whatever is

thought likely to achieve-that,aim. The restriction of 66.basis of the

teacher education programmeAto behavioral objectives is not done for thic

reason at all but rather because such objectives ii-rovide the data needed

toftstru'Cture,,*sequence, validate and revise teacher education programmes.

Beha'vioral object,ives have been shOwn, by this argument, to be the basis

of the research measurement to be undertaken on a teacher education

programme for programme delielopment purposes. It would seem that the
t..

use of behavioral. objectives at the basis of teacher education programmei

is acase, of fitting the education to suit "educational technology", as the

term is used by R.M. Gdgnd (1974,p.3) where fie says "a body. of technical

knowledgeabout the systematic'design and conduct of education, based
k6

upon scientific reseakrch.". In the debate over the use-Of behavioral
4

objectives as the basis fOr PBTE programmes the issue is whether the

restrictions imposed by the particular method of scientific research

on what are to count as acceptable objectives, are justified. In

activity to those things which the'educatiellai research 'community say

they can measure

Claims of the treat value ofbehaViOral objectives are,-

lacking and an example is the assertion by P.D. Plowman (1971,p.pciii)not

that %

46. There. is no shortage of examples of education being fitted to "educational.
technology" in' the other sense that GclgnQ (1974,p.3) uses , that is,,,the
things' of education such as tapes,-Compucers television'and te400l;s

-11; )
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"Behavioral objectives can be instrumentalin producing this kind of
effective teaching (i.e.. improving the behaviour' of children). As
expectancies, they can-formulape and channel activity, so that they
are useful tool in guiding and improving hoth teaching and learning.
Those objectives that are of the greatest value not only describe the
behavior sought, but also identify expected levels of proficiency,
mediating Conditions, and methods for assessing whether or not the
expected level...of proficiency has been attained."

A'

Yet, for all the statements of this kind, E.R. House (1973,?.3) claiM§

that there is not

"any significant evidence suggesting that elaborate prespecification
results in better learning. These are fewer than five studies on the
effectiveness of "behavioral objectives" (Stake,1973); and those are
equivocal. At least one study indicates that the more attention paid
to planning objectives, the less paid to ilmnediate pupil concerns."

If House is correct it would seem to suggest that the efficacy claimed

for behavioral objectives as tools for guiding and improving teachi
, 47

and learning is not based on eMpirical research findings but ra4ei on

some other grounds... In pa'rt, the grounds Tay be of the kind"flut forward

/

by R:F.:-Mxger (1962,p.4> when he
.

says "With clear objectiyes in view, the y
7

student knows which activities on his part are relevant to his success, and

. AP '
it is no longer necessary for him to "psych out" the instructor." If these

grounds are to be used to support the use of behavioral objectives then at

least it must be shown that such objectives are clear and if the ground's

are to be used to show behavioral objectives to be superior to other, kinds

e avioral b'e t'v.s m e l ar r t a

)

other kinds. Plowman (1971,p.xxvii)4aysiBehavioral objectives'deal with

concrete, specific, measurable goals, whereas the non-behavioral deal with

. '
47 --It that behavioral.objectives are claimed to fulfill three
functions, namelyWlirection for teaching and curriculum development,
guidance in_ovanationlifid 3) faciXtation of learning and only one of

-these:lunctions:il mentioned by House: P.C. Duchastel and P.F. Merrill
---(1973,pp.63-reViewed the research on the use of behavioral objectives
:for facjlita-ting.-stadent-learning and found

"that'lAjedtifei-sOffietimes he -1p and are almost never harmful-....
IL would;be indeed 'unfortunate if this_reviewvere used inone way
or anoriterOkrough'oxiergeneralizaL.on to influenceor advocate a
position with'reSEect to the value of behavioral oli.fectiyes in their
other (and peillapA5p4mary) functions: direction -lor teaching and
'guidance in-eVaT0tUm,"
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more ab'stract concepts - philosophic, ideological, attitud1Wal;- which can't

.

) easily be measured. The ease of measurement, which is'often quoteckas a

e

)

)

)

major virtue of behavioral objectives, -is not the same as clarity and it

was clear objectives which Pager argued for in the quote abbve. The

assumption seems to be that the more specific an objective is with regard

to observable behaviour then the easier it is to measure and the clearer

it is. Plowman (,197i,p.xxvi argues for the use of both general objectives,

usually stated in non-behavioural terms, and specific objectives, usually

stated in behavioural terms, but with the following restriction regarding

the clarity of the general objectives: "General objectives enhance
.,v.,

communication only when persons in the group eas whom they are intended

.

\l'
translate such objectives into approximatpl thesame specific objectives."

Vv:-

If Plowman mean's by 'the same specific Opreetives',the specificatizii: of
,..

t , \I.

.

.,,

'the same observable behaviour and the approximation pecurring in ,the
e,

..-,

differring linguistic, formulations clf the objectives then his claim is

,,i .

false. For a group'of people may specify any number of different

. , f

observable behaviours which meet the requirements of the general objectiire.

.1
, What-is r

,

tded for communicatiou.io be pos4ible'is that the group in
.

)

r.

question can racognise that:the other behaviours specified are of the same

which
. .

kind as that .they spe'cilied, that is,. they can apply the criteria-t
43, ,41.4c14 a, paTriruivr chqerup'd-hphavipur ic judged to meet the genera

objective. The significant thing is not that all persons in the group

translate a general objective intoapproximately the same specific

objectives but that they have some sort of general agreement on what

constitute, the relevant criteria for identifying an instance of the
AeA

;
general objective having been met.

To illustrate the claim made above, consider the

following' objectives:

1. The student will understand the significance ofeduCational

p'liloslophy,to educational practice;
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2. The student will read the relevant work'of.ecN 'ational philosopher

*
.-

,
,

as part of the procedure for making educational deciions,during his career;

3. Under examinatinn conditions, the student will write-s statement of
.

the significance of,philosophy of education to educational practice which

incorporate: four of the five main points given in the lectures.

On the basis of Plowillan's criteria' for objectives , the most valuable of

these .sAinple objectives-is 3 for it describes the behaviour sought, it

identifies the expected level of proficiency and the method and conditions

of assessment. Objective 2 does not specify the leVel'of proficiency or

the method of assessment and so must be less valuable than 3. As objective

1 does not meet any of Plowman's criteria it must be the worst of these

sample objectives to be used as a tool to guide and improve teaching and

learning*. On the other hand, objective 3 does provide a basis for

'designing a course and that basis is such that very little effort must

be expended to'come up with a result, viz., one short lecture in which-

five.mairi points are stated as succirtly as possible and repeated as

often as is thought necessary and followed by an examination consisting

of one question "What-Are four of the five-points made in the lecture?"

If objective 3 is not sufficient by itself as an objective for a course

then more objectives could be added and so avoid the charge that such

courses must concentrate on tri ality. Unless.it,cdn be showu Llrat

71objectives like 3 can specify.a, the components and links within a

worthwhile activity then the addition ofmoreobjectives would merely

result in huge quantities Of trivia. One of the main charges against,

the useof behavioral objectives is that their use tends to be such

that theeoncentration on what can easily be measurdd results in the -

'effective teaching and learning of trivia. However, apart fromthe

efficacy of objectives of the kind like objective 3 in providing a.basis

for instruction, the problem remains as to.why such an objective should

58
k, get. at all. If objective 3 can he seen to be a member of a class of
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specific objectives, that is, writing such an examination answer is an. '

indication that the student does understand the significance of philosonhy,

of education to educational practice, and that each of those specific

objectives 11 ,to a greater or lesser extent, "rdtlect the critical,factors

'does
required for the accomplishment of a goal" (Plowman,P,D., 1971, p.xxii),

then one can Se why that specific objective can be set. But if one can

see why specific objectives of that kind can be set.then the advantage of

setting one or more of those objectives, instead of giving the overall

goal or the set of criteria for selecting specific objectives, needs to .

be shown. Lager sought clear objectives to enable the student to know

what was required of him but if confronted by a huge list of ectfic

objectives, some of which will and some of which will n'ot be tested,

the student must still "psych' out" the instructor. Nothing is gained by

that procedure. If the specific behavioral objectives are thought to be

clearer than non-behavioral objectives, such as objective 1, 'this may be

so. iflAach:specific oNectiveLis looked at individuallybut :not so'ff

the.totatAist is considered: Some specific behavioral objectives may

contradict other objectives in the list_or two objectives may, provide

alternativestrategies or tactics for, handling a situation without there

v.. ,

.
.

being a further specific behavioral objective regarding the manner of

choosing between these alternatives. A list of specifiC behavioral

objectives is-not, of itself, a suarantee of clarity any more than a'

general non-behavioral objective must be obscure.

Sample objective:3, which meets the criteria set out for

.

objectives by- Plowman, would also.s0eTri Pr be clear, able, to be used to

structure, sequence, validate and ree.''.a teacher education programme,

suited to measuring the outcome of.the programme and 'generally able to

_serve as the basis of a teacher edueaLion pro#amme, Such an objective

by itself is inadequate as a basis of a teacher education peogra)mm because

the terminal behaviour nominatedeis.trivial. A large number of spec,ific
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objectives are required but they may also not solve the problem becaue
4

the terminal behaviours nominated by each of the objectives' may,also be

trivial. The point` of a teacher education programme is riot to produce

a student who, on command, performs.prespecified measurable terminal ,

behaviours. The programme seeks to produce effective teachers and sp

the measure of success lies in the effectiveness of the teacher in the

school. Objective 2 would seem to have more relevance to the teacher

education programme than does objective 3, despite the latter's apparent

technical superiority. However, objective 2 has two main limitations.,

the first is that nothing the student does as part of -the teacher education

prograMme can count as fulfilling that objective and so is of limied use

as a basis fir a teacher education programme, the second limitation is

,

that the objective is prescriptive and limiting in a way that goes beyond

the moral and technical competence of a teacher educator. Objective 1

t does not have either of the'limitations indicated as plaguing objective 2

for objective'l can be measured during the teacher education programme
=

sand it does not require d-.teachertO utilise the understanding so gained.

If it can be shown that detailed planning objectives for a teacher

.education programme are desirable then it would.seem that objectives

such as objective I Are as clear, measurable and useful for planning

as, specific behavioral objectives, :such as objective .3, which have been. .

. -

1A

selected as a "critical factor required for the accomplishmeht of a

goal". (pikwman, P.D., 1971, p.xxii) But even if agreement can be

reached as to the ,forts of the. objectives to be set, such an agreement

is. useless until fthe goals of the PBTE prograyme are specified. The

goals of a PBTE p gramme are to be specified in the form of competencies

required of students who are to become teachers and those PBTE supporters,

such as IxDonald, who are more committed to systems design rather than

e-

behAtioral objectives as the basis of PBTE are relying on teacher

competencies as much as any behaviourist.
GO
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COMPETENCY IDENTIFICATION
-

Irrespective of the favouredolearning theory accepted by

a supporter of PBTE,'such a person can accept the AACTE Committee on

. Performance-Based Teacher Education's summary of PBTE in that "It stresses

careful definition oD'objectives and it focusies instructional effort

through continuous feedback" (Elam, S., 1971,p.22) while also acknowledging

that no adequate means of assessing a part or of a PBTE programme is

now available. Without an adequate means of assessment it is impossible

to provide any.feedback, let alone provide continuous feedback as the PBTE

conceptilkequires. The lack of an adequate assessment device is due, in

part, to the lack of sufficiently sophisticated measuring-instruments but

also due, in part, to a clear understanding of what it is that is to be

measured. Thus the full thrust of the ATE movement is_thrown on the

adequacy or otherwise of the lists of teacher competencies which are

produced and upon which PBTE programmes can be based:- It may come as

somewhat of a surpriae to find that, in 1971, the AACTE Committee on

Performance-Based Teacher Education should say

"What is a'professional teacher? Primarily, someone who can facilitate
learning in pupils (or,...more specifically, promote cognitive, affective

and psychomotor growth). All of the Toles'a teacher plays should
conttibute directly or indirectly to this outcome. It is the promise

of PBTE that it constitutes a potentially powe'rful strategy for,

)

enhancing this outcome. One of.thehulliiliating uncertainties that

hovers over every PBTE experiment,' however, is this: What will be

accepted as evidence of successful performance ii,y,the teacher candidate?
Unfortunately, we do not have even a satisfactory list of the crucial
skills and beWaviors which a teacher must possess in order to perform
reasonably well and to survive in the ordinary cldssroom with
personal satisfaction." (Elam, S.,1971,p.15)

Apart from the questionable assumption that 'promote cognitive, affective

moreand psychomotor growth' is any r specific than 'learning' and also apart
..- ) ,

6,
.

in:ft the gratuitous assertion that PBTE is a 'potentially powerful

sir4tegy', the wonder is why PBTE supporters have not been humiliated by

the-lack.,of an acceptable list,of teacher competencies and why the PBTE

Q
.

- -..Tr,114."44VCti4. if t -6.+41.f. 11.14.4-n 4141-1im. NI- 411-4--,-...,-4.1tai -thou t,q-ilah-1-1 -14117..---)1,1,4-,.. 4 ...-
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not, to say that such a list should actually 'exist prior to research

being- undertaken on the matter but to point out'that either there should

be strong theoretical grounds for -supposing that such a list can be-
-

- drawn up or.else, after, seventy years of investigation using several

differing models of research design and-ffi years of research using the

model favoured by PBTE supporters, we should be close to'having such a

list. There are mot.any generally accepted theoretical grounds for

supposing that an adequate list of teacher-competencies can be drawn up

in the manner now-beingutilised so the emphasis, or onus of proof, is

squarely on the lists actually produced.

There is no shortage of lists, either now completed or

being worked on by var.ious groups throughout the USA, but, while they

_
4 -1

mAy be the best'such groups can produce) they do not appear to be

adequate to-fulfil the.task of providing, the basis for PBTE. A major,

contributfon to providing list'S of teacher competencies was the detailed

specifications of objectives in the ten Elementary Teacher Education

"146.,

Models. Such detailed lists of objectives, up to 2,700 objectives, do'

not provide a list ofthe necessary objectives as they allow a degree of

student choice as to which objec,tives they will meet and which they will

omit and no indiCation is given of the relative importance of specific

_
objectives. However, the vaLue of a detailed list oC specific-obj-ectives

f

is dependent-upon the source of those objectives and there seem to be

three main Sources of such lists. One source is some sort of theoretical,.

model from which the teacher competencies att derived and examples of this

approach are the use of "teaching strategies" 1974,p.117) at ,

Columbia University Teacher's College, 'the specification of "the functions

of a certficated teaching position" (Schalock,ll.D. and Ker,sh,B.Y., 1973,

a
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p.2) at Oregon College of Education, and the specification of the "fundamental
48 '

assumptions about teacher education" at the University of Houston. A second

source of a list of teacher competencies is by means of the Delphi

teachnique and this method has been extensively used with varying results.

The third source of a list of teacher competencies is the existing

curriculum in colleges, that is, when faced with e'request or demand that

the college should implement PBTE the staff produce a list of teacher

competencies by transferring the examination questions from the end of

the course to the beginning (with suitable linguistic modification) and

thus creating the desired list by means of a form of-"transubstantiation

by semantic incantation." (Broudy, H., 1973,p.10) While this means of

solving the practical problem of implementing PBTE is not often admitted
'

to by college staff or adminstrators it is acknowledged by both supporters

and opponents of PBTE to beta common 'occurrence.

The inadequacy of the lists currently.produced is

exemplified by the following items selected from 481 items presented to

the 60 educators at the second Illinois Vocational Teacherd CompetenciesA.. .
.....

Conference in 1972. Of all the items presented only five were considered' .-

necessary teaches competencies b 1007, of the'respandents and after each

item has beep included the percentage of respondents who regarded the-

identifies competency'as necessary for vocational teachers.

"60. sirect student laboratory experienCes. (100%)

62. R 'nforce learning. (100%)
273, The a. lity to communicate what isgoing on. To make visible.

Business has a product which.is easily observable. Do we? (88.34%)

274. The ability to determine creative and innovative roles. Do we

have instruments to identify,creativity - non, conformity, etc.?
Once we have identified a creative individual how 'do we develop

his talents? (75%)
2'75, The ability to file claim formS. to receive approval,from state

agencies. (58.84%)
276. The ability to perceive the. past,'preSent and future and to be

able WSuccesifdily'deai with the present. (80%)

= 277. Ability,%neededAo anticipatethe type of defense needed for

presentiing aprOposal, Build into the proposal prior to

0subm1 ion .405%)
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278. Ability to interact with people with different philosophies
and backgrounds': (85%)

, (Terry, D.R., Thompson,R.L. and Evans,R.N.',1972, Appendix. t)

oTheitems which all respondents agree were necessary-competencies do not)

make sense insofar as.they are not written in sentence form and none of

the items satisfy the criteria set out by Plowman for behavioral, objectiv'es

Itens 273 and 274 contain plaintive squeaks in addition to attempting to

identify something about communication and creativity. At least item 275

is clear about the trivial competency it identifies although it is not

obviouS that all 58.84% of the respondents who thought that item 275

identifies a necessary competency for vocational teachers could agree qn

- what Would count as satisfying the item. Item 2ii is totally lacking

any kind of indication as:to the type of- proposal a vocational teacher

may be thought to need to defend- Or the criteria by which one might /
.

decide whethei'this competency had been met by a student. One hopeg that

the 2O% who notnot accept item -276 asnecessary and the 157, who did not

accept' item 278 acted asthey did because they recognised them as

,'be.itiit the fatuouS,nonSense they are.

manyitIcators were 'able to identify these items as being necessary

What is disheartening is that so

teacher competencies:6Td so suggest that, a teacher must reinforce

''earning WhenAin fact he, may either reinforce responses or facilitate
:

"t iearning.bUtncer reinforce learning.

o teacher competencies as that -from tabieh

.

the; 0oVe sariTlje.i.ras taken indicates the lower depths of incompetence to
.

movement,
N' %- . . ,Nwhicktho PB Ee tan sink but does not, .of itself r-show thatzmpre,.

\

sophIsticatekeducators cannot come up with a better .list. The grosser
-. ,/ f..4."

.e.rrorS'are-notnecessarily avoid,* * in lists drawn up by more sophisticated

ucators as .2.s in tanced by such items as 1.12.02and 1.13.08 in'the list

elementary!::Sch0 ,1objectivei contained in Appendix D.2.3, These.
64 .
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were to serve as the basis of a list of competencies for studentS in the

University, of_Georgia programme. The University of Toledo "broadly

1

defined statement of goals for teacher education" contained in Appendix
r

D.2.2 may be largely acceptable to the 24 respondents and quite probably'

acceptable in a traditional teacher education programme but goals stated

in the form 'Each teacher shouldoist prepared to employ teacher behaviors

which will help every child acquire (or understand, etc.,)....' without,

detailed specification, backed by evidence, of which behaviours do help

every child to achieve what is intended, are hardly goals upon which

PBTE can place much relidnce. Even the much referred to Fliorida Catalog

of Teacher Competencies compiled by N. Dodl has been attacked in the

following terns:

"Examination of the catalog reveals it to be an indefinite portion of
an undefined, set of vague but tediously classified and cross-

.
classified homilies which even the author views as yet to be
"operationalized." The statements have simply. been compiled with
no attempt'to show them to be independent, mutually exclusive,'-or
exhaustive." (Maxwell, W.D., 1974,p.308)

It is-hot n that all lists of teacher competencies be a series

of nonsense item's-of' homilies -and the University of Massachusetts
I . 49

Elementary Teagher Education Mod-el programme contains an example

of two differing forms of specification of competencies. In the section

outlining part of a music programme the aims indicate the competency to

be demonstrated and in the Social studies section the competencies are

included under the heading 'criterion'. Each of these competencies is

specific and an indication is given as to,how.they may be taught ,And

tested but whether each competency is necessary for a teacher orF:why

they...might be thought to,tbewnecessary is not made -clear. 'By Utilising

somethkftg like the Massachusetts format of specifying competencies some

f the mere obvious difficulties encountered with other lists could be

49. See\ Appendix L.

C5



avoided but the one fundamental problem still remaining is that of showing

the identified competencies to be directly related to pupil learning.

The AACTE Cosilmitteeon Performance-Based Teacher Education

-claimed that

"pupil learning is the appropriate criterion for assessing the effectiveness
of teacher trainers and training programs; but until relationships
between teacher behavior and pupil learning can be more firmly
established through research and improved measurement, judgments will
have to be made on a priori grounds. There is a danger that competencies
that are easy to describe and evaluate will dominate PBTE, hence a
special effort will be needed to broaden the concept and to emphasize
more divergent, creative, and personal experiences." (Elam, S1971,
p.23)

The AACTE Committee on Performance-Based Teacher Education (1974,pp.14-5)

did not come to grips with the problems indicated their first paper

because in their final recommendations on the issue of identification of

competencies they only had the following to say:

'Recommendation No.1 - A clear description of the roles of the-
vrofessional to be prepared should be in hand before the instructional
program as such is formulated.... a

Recommendation No. 2 - Agencies fostering PBTE should provide for the
development of several sample lists of generic competencies for widely
utilized teaching positions.... ,

Recommendation No. 3 There should be a published exchange of views
among "the best minds in the field" to explore the feasibility of
requiring the same competencies of all teachers on of defined groups
(of teachers with similar responsibilities."

These recommendations still proceed on the assumption that lists of

teacher competencies can be, .or have been produced, and that PBTE

programmes can'be bated upon them. Little appreciable progress has been

made since 1971 when .the first statement quoted,above was made and yet

these recommendations do not reflect the need for positive research

findings on the crucial_issue df, the relationship between teacher

performance and-pupil learning. Nor do these recommendations reflect

any attempt to come to grips with the type of. crit.icism.leveled by

Broudy (1972,p.3) that the sum of tIe parts, that is the specified

C''yk)
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'competencies;' oes not constitute the whole or professional teacher.

When attempts are made to answer criticism of the kind that Broudy made

or similar to that acknowledged as a danger.by the AACTE Committee in

the quote above.,' in'that EBTE may concentrate on the simple and avoid

,the important, 6he tendenc is to claim that these important, difficult

task of putting it all together is also included in PBTE. While defending

the efficiency of PBTE, such,defence destroys the theoretical underpinning

. of the,movement by divorcing the preparation of teachers from the strictly

specified teacher competencies. If teacher competencies which are known

to facilitate pupil learning cannot be specified for the whole or

significant section of a teacher-education programme then there is no

way of testing e eificacy of the PBTE programme and without such a

)
means of verifying the claims made for PBTE as a potentially superior

strategy for teacher eduition one may suspect, with Broudy (1974,p.73)

"that either PBTE is innocuous or mischievous."

INNOCUOUS OR MISCHIEVOUS
A

If theArbst of the PBTE moOment is based on the'
,

notion of providing explicit specifications of required teacher

competencies for teacher education curriculumzdevelopment and

, .

evaluation and for student learning and assessment purposes then the

,failure to produce lists of acceptable teacher competencies and

o

arguments showing that such lists cannot be prOduced may be taken to,'

indicate that the PBTE movement is either innocuous or mischievous.

The acceptance of the arguments that lists of acceptable teacher competencies

'cannot be produced leads Co the conclusion that the PBTE movement is

-innocuous and will shortly fade away to join other educational fads which

have been allowed a shit run before falling into obscurity for some time.

The acceptance of those arguments and the,failure of the PBTE movement to

r Away leads to the conclusion that some other forces underlie the

6

67
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movement and that no evidence could be brought which might deter thoSe

educators eagaged in this mischievous research and destroy mission against

*teacher education. If the arguMents -adduced against the sibility of
o

producing lists of acceptable teacher competencies are no cepted but

the fact of the failure to produce such lists at present is acknowledged

then the PBTE movement is innocuous insofar as it is a cell, for additional

research into the matter of teacher competencies_ and mischievous'if it
S

calls for the implementation 9.f PBTE on anything other than an experimental

basis. If the PBTE movement results in teacher educators looking at

their assumptions and programmes more thoroughly than they WOuld otherwise

have done then PBTE is neither innocuous nor mischievous but is'insmad

quite meritorious. However, if all that results i5. a short-term

Hawthorne effect with np ill after-effects then PBTE is innocuous but

if there are disasterous after-effects resulting from the broken

promises .of PBTE then it will have been mischieveds. Where PBTE has

,been tried in colleges with poor quality teacher education programmes

and which result in different but equally poor teacher educatiop

programmes then PBTE is innocuous unless it diverts attention from

other ways of improving such programmes in which case PBTE is mischie vous.
.

i * .
.

vow
enTo the-extent that' individuals and colleges utilise the PBTE movement to'

t
0, i.

further their own ambitions and to the,extent that state education agencies,

iY 'T
state lggislators and professional; teachers organisations use PBTE as a
0

means to gain control, over teacher education then the PBTE movement is

mischievous in that it, cloaks these activities in misleading rhetoric.
%

J. One example of a PBTE programMe was described!as having been a success
.because it had equally good results as the traditional provamme in terms
of cognitive learning'anU was better tha4the traditional programme in the
affective area; ,Th speaker, when questioned, admitted that the PBTE
programme, cost 507. more than. the trz.ditional programme and also that they

. did not*have any reliable means of .fl.sessing affective learning buts she clic]

not .perceive that these admissions were relevant t6 her initial claim.

41sQ
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51
Claims, such,As that voiced by .Burns,' that the use of behavioural

, objectives will make accountability in ceachdr education a practical
,

reality,.lead many to oppose PBTE. Sucb opposition is not due to a fear

of being held accountable but rather that accountability is all too likely
t

.

4 ,V3 SUCCU4 to the danger of settling for that which is easy to measure

_1

,

and omit the important. One example of,the misbhievouS nabure

of the PpTE movement_to date has berenthe trend to eliminate the traditional

foundations cou;ses in such things as.the history and.philotdphy of
^ 52

although such elements are included in both-the ComField Model and
53

Syracuse University Elementary Education Model and the experience

education

the

of

the University soelloilston with implementing a PgTE programme has lead to

a recognition,that the foundations course needs/ s.trengthening.
ir

in which the PBTE movement is clearly neither
.

.

-innocuous nok mischievous is in the emphasis on some desirable reforms

in teacher dducation which are qUite independent of the notion of the

prespecgication of teacher compet'"ericies. It seems eminently desirable
_ .

to include more experience in the school and at an eather point in the

programme than has been the case instraditional teacher

programmes in the USA.' The close links between college and schools
4;r"

'which are exemplified by the Career Delisions :Program of the University

of Toledo and. the utilisation of schools for work which is an integral
.1 -

part of methods courses appears worthpUrsuing and worthy of.considerable
.

research'efforts. The other area With which PBTE has been linked, both.;

'51. See Page 7

52. See Appendix F'.'3

.

. 53: See Appendix F.1

See Appendix 11.3
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in the 1968 Elementary Teacher Education Models and'In,pxogianmles which

have since been implemented, is that of inservice education' Many of

the programmes claim to be implementing PBTE also include an

inservice element as' part of their total programme and Project Change

at, the State University of New York College at Cortland, which received

the AACTE 1973 Distinguished Achievement Award for Excellence in Teacher

Education, is primarily an inservice course in early childhood as well as

incorporating some prespecification of objectives. While it seems

meritgrArto increase the links between Schools and teacher education

programmes for preservice and inservice teachers it is mischievous if

this is done under the guise of PBTE and.any improvement in teachers

thereby resulting from the new innovations be ascribed to the whole

PBTE movement. Research'on the relative benefits of closer links with

schools and prespecification of teacher competencies in the form of

behavioral objectives would seem a useful form of research undertaking.

Such research would have to avoid'makinglthe grievous error of accepting

the advice of the AACTE Comm4tee on Performance -Based Teacher Education

to make their judgments on the effectiveness of a teacher education
59..

programme on a priori, grounds. Without any other indications as to

what a priori grounds,might be relevant to assessing the effectiveness

of a teacher education programme, a cynic might feel that th a priori

ground which is usually appealed Aeis'that if it is a-PBTE programme it

must have delivered the success its potential so unmistakOly promised.

55. See Page 19.

c
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CHAPTER FIVE

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

"DR. ROSNER: I am continually impressed by the fact that
performance based teacher education is, heralded as a panacea, that it
is publicized as a way to revolutionize instruction. I do not know
who authors this kind of publicity other than the elected or appointed
officials of state and federal governments who want somehow to see
in this movement an opportunity to emasculate the schools of education,
to focus on the use of technicians, to save money.

The people with whom I have worked have not tried to
sell'it as a panacea. We have seen it as an approach to the clarification
of much of the ambiguity that presently surrounds teacher education
programs. We have seen it as an approach to the introduction of
rigorous teacher behavior research. We have not seen it as an approach
that will in'one fell swoop solve all the problems of teacher education
or solve the problems of the public schools - but it is being sold
that way. It seems to be that the sellers are the ones who perhaps
may be irresponsible- but not the people whom I work with or the
writers whom I have read. These people, have tried to sell it as an
approadh to the introduction of clarity and rigor in teacher education...,

All of us have a responsibility to look very carefully
at where we are, to come to some decision about were we are going,'
and to Make that decision clear and public. Otherwise, politicians
concerned with economies will make those decision-, for us."
(UOustOn, W.R.(ed), 1974,pp.74-8)

CONCLUSIONS
-...

1.1.1 The central notion of PBTE is,that teacher education prograMmes,be

developed on .Che basis le.f. careful definition of studentsiperformance

goals in ass'essable:terms-and guidance of instruction byevaluation,of

.

students' performance.

1.1.2 For a PBTE programme to ,succeed requires a list of teacherkompetencies

which are clearly specified and known fo facilitate pupils learning, together

with a satisfactory 'means of evaluating. student performance in teeMs of

the specified competencies and,a means Of proviJtng continuous feedback
, ;

of the results of the evaluations-to the students.

1.2 A PBTE programme is intended t'o be e-desived as a'whole'as a'result._

of.systems-analysis but the teacher competdncfes need not bespecified

P'" '''4F
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in the form of behavioral objectives. The PBTE programme need not be,

but usually is, based on a behaviourist theory oflearning.

1.3 No crucial significance is attached to the use of -different name's

such as. Performance -Based Teacher Edvation (PBTE) or Competency-:Based

Teacher Educat ion (UTE).

2.1 Main features associated with, but not central to, the notion of

PBTE include an increasia4 emphasis on close relations between the

schools and the colleges of'education in the form of early student

experiences in schools, college st'ff participation in schoolprogrammes

'and inservice courses-for teachers and'an emphasis on restructuring the'

college curriculum into modules with prespecified objectives

2.2 A feature associated with PBTE is the attention paid to altering

certification requirements for teachers-and the psofItieal 'attuggle for
s

control over teacher education which accompanies such changes.
A

. %
3.1 An imprOsive argument in -favour of PBTE is that it is 'an approach

to the introduction of clarity and rigoUr in teacher education.,

3.2 It is in the favour of PBTE that it constitutes an attempts to
. .

. 4
.

46create or restructure teacher education programmes on the basis.1*_an4\\
-v.

;.

- ,

explicit model of the teacher which is translated'into progtamMe o j tives,

:rather than seek to alter or create teacherprograMmes on an* hoc basi*:,-

3.3 at is. claimed, foi PBTE programmes that*they allow individ lied

instruction and the student is able to proceed at his own pd.0tia1

vv..,:-
a .4ter:degnee than is possible in traditional programmes, ?.

"3._4.14 PB'T4 i. $ conducive to research in that it is seen by its sumWters
/

as an approach to Lhe introduction of rigorous teacher behaviour reseilh.

3.4.2 PBTE programmes include a research oomOnent within the:ir'design.,
:

to permit ;the feedback from the studerli: performances to influence the

: ; .

continuing modifiCations Of the programme.
*

!-44 . .
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/
3.5 Where PBTE is implemented in a part of a programme of teacher education,

as opposed to the whole programme being performince bised, then sections

such as teaching practice can utilise the notion without entirely disrupting

the remainder of the prograimne and commercially produced material based

on PBTE can be included in traditional courses.

4.1.1 The most immediate criticism of PBTE is that,although a PBTE

programme is based on a list of teaqier competencies, no adequate list

of teacher competencies exists. The danger is that the emphasis on the need
to assess the studeny' performance will lead to trivial competencies being specified
4.1.2 Compounding the difficulty of producing an acceptable list of'

teacher competencies is' the problem that there is no clarity as to what.

is to count as the appropriate level of complexity of behaviour for the

specification of a teacher competency and so the result is a series of

lists which incluqe.minutely specified competencies to those which include

general statements of broad areas of .activity.

4.2 A more fundamental criticism is that the PBTE movement lacks a

clearly articulated theoretical basis, other than the widely discredited

behaViourism, upon which to produce an analysis of a theory of action.and an

analysis of teaching and learning to serve as a guide to empirical

research.

4.3 In .the face of the PBTE claims of the advantages of pres-pecification

of objectives, research evidence ha's yet to be produced, to show those'

claims to be well founded with respect to student learning, and theIPBTE

programme developers admit that they lack the means to adequately evaluate

student performances or the effectivenesA of 'the PBTE programmes'-so there
\

-7 "
is a lack of research evidence to support the claims in favour of

prespecification of objectOds as.a means of improving pripgamme design

and evaluation:

,

4.4 Many PISTE programmes seem to hay:: been implemented in adva4ce.,e4

1
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adequate
theoretical or

instructional
materials

development and soreplicating
fundamental research and

development done in
similar

programmes,-

without having either the
resources or skill

necessary to carry out the
task. The result of such

research and teacher
preparation does not

promise to be any better
than, and is likely to be

worse than, a well
funded research

programme
undertaken by selected skilled

researchers over

a long
period of time. The 1968

Elementary Teacher Education ,odels
are an

example of the rush,
shotgun method of

research and were a useful
strating point for

intensive research but were used for
implementation. The

criticism of rushing the
implementation is echoed by the

leading
supporters

of PBTE who see such a rush as likely
to destroy

any benefits
of PBTE.

, 4.5 There is a lack, at
present, of, an

assessment of the
effectiveness

or relative
cost of PBTE

programmes
.compared to

traditional teacher
education

programmes and so claims made for the
superiority of PBTE

are largely
unsupported by

evidence,(or
theory).4.6 PBTE is put forward a$ an

alternative to
traditional teacher ed cation

t144..

programmes but in a
contracting pool of

finances it
represents a threat

to existing
programmes in .the

competition.for funds and may be usedas
,e,a political

tool faepOwer
struggles in

teacher-education.
4.7 A major

criticism of PBTE
supporters, as distinct

from the
notion of

PBTE itself, is that
PBTE is

claimed-to be able
to provide

morethan the
available

evidence.
warrants.

4,8 The fear
that the

weaknesses of PBTE
combined with the

zeal.:*Of the

PBTE
supporters and

machinations of those
who would

use PBTE
for their

own ends,
results in an

expectation that the PBTE
movement will

result

in creating a form
of teacher

eddcation
to'the worst form of

payment by
results and that. it will have as devastaVing

results on
teacher

education as did the
payment by

resulWO'ystem.one century ago.

ti
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To avoid the main weakness of PBTE, that is, the specification of trivial

teachei competencies, involves a shift away from assessable competencies

and thus aTshift away from PBTE.

REdOMMEND'ATIONS,TO CLAREMONT TEACHERS COLLEGE; BOARD

. ...

1. Recommend that the Board do not seek to implement a p'erformance based
Y

., ,
, s'.44.

teacher eduCation programme at Claremont Teachers College nor seek to

.'
. .,

implement a performance based' Education and Psychology programme.

1

2. Recommend that the Board resist any move-to impose specified teacher'

' competencies as the basis- of either teacher registration or academic

course accreditation.

.3. Recommend that the Board instigate_an investigation into the desirability.

and feasibility of the Claremont Teachers College Library obtaining the

complete Educational Resources Information Center (ERIC) microfiche

collection and serving as the hiciUrce centre for this material for

the W.A. Teachers Colleges and possibly the other tertiary institutions

as well. 'Funding for such a project would most likely have to'be as

-,a special project request to the TEC. An advert56 isement for my of the

ERIC Clearinghouses' is included as Appendix M.

4. Recommend that the Board encourage and support the efforts of Claremont

Teachers College Staff in the following areas:

(A) Undertake an extensive survey of student andteacher'concerns,

On the model of that done by ,F.0,. Fuller.(1969), to serve as a

basis for course sequence deqsibns.
literature

Undertake.a . survey of the means adopted by methods

lecturers-to utilise .school experiences as part of methods 'courses

and ascertain whether any of the approaches discovered are desirable

. and applicable to Claremont Teachers College:

56. Since this report was typed it was learned that W.A.I.T. has the ERIC
system and that the total cost for thf: microfiche set is about A$6,0°O. and

t..L,1110.0 Ar to lee' it up...1.01....dalL

r7)
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(C) Undertake conceptual research on aspects of theory of action,

teaching and learning so as to provide a theoretical basis for

Claremut Teachers College teacher education programme design and

content.

.11 r.
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